FALL DECORATING
FALL GARDENING

Some Favorite Recipes
by VICKI BAHN
This new service to American Home readers brings you these valuable booklets, bound in permanent form, at practically cost price. Full size illustrations, complete text. Send your order, with remittance, to The American Home, Garden City, N. Y.

**how many do you want?**

10¢ each

The American Home Hostess Book

How to Make Slip Covers and Draperies

What You Ought to Know About House Plants

10 Summer Camp and Log Cabin Plans

Fourteen Small Garage Plans

PERIOD FURNITURE COURSE ........... 35¢

Covers every important furniture period, with a story of their famous designers. Illustrated with drawings of rare museum originals, photographs of modern reproductions. 30 pages, all illustrated.

15 PLANTING PLANS FOR SMALL GARDENS ............ 20¢

WHAT YOU OUGHT TO KNOW ABOUT ROSES ............ 20¢

58 HOUSE PLANS ............ 60¢

Houses of every type, style, and size designed by famous architects, costing $10,000 and over to build. Complete floor plans, costs, etc. 72 pages.

45 SMART INTERIORS ............ 35¢

Smart, simple interiors by famous decorators. 48 pages, beautifully illustrated with color schemes, descriptions, etc. An invaluable handbook, with original, practical ideas for every room in the house. Profusely illustrated.

MAKING LILY POOLS AND ROCK GARDENS ......... 20¢

135 AMERICAN HOME RECIPES AND MENUS ......... 25¢

Recipes by Alice Foote Mcdougall, Louise Gibbons Gurnee, Emily Post and others. 44 pages, profusely illustrated.

28 HOUSE PLANS ............ 40¢

Houses costing under $10,000 to build, with complete floor plans, costs, etc. Designed by some of America's best-known architects. 56 pages.
Fall Decorating
Fall Gardening

Some Favorite Recipes
by VICKI BAUM
how many do you want?

10¢ each

The American Home Hostess Book
How to Make Slip Covers and Draperies
What You Ought to Know About House Plants
10 Summer Camp and Log Cabin Plans
Fourteen Small Garage Plans

PERIOD FURNITURE COURSE .... 35c
Covers every important furniture period, with a story of their famous designers. Illustrated with drawings of rare museum originals, photographs of modern reproductions. 28 pages, all illustrated.

15 PLANTING PLANS FOR SMALL GARDENS .............. 20c

WHAT YOU OUGHT TO KNOW ABOUT ROSES .............. 20c

58 HOUSE PLANS ..................... 60c
Houses of every type, style, and size designed by famous architects, costing $10,000 and over to build. Complete floor plans, costs, etc. 72 pages.

45 SMART INTERIORS ............ 35c
Smart, simple interiors by famous decorators, 48 pages, beautifully illustrated with color schemes, descriptions, etc. An invaluable handbook, with original, practical ideas for every room in the house. Profusely illustrated.

MAKING LILY POOLS AND ROCK GARDENS .......... 20c

135 AMERICAN HOME RECIPES AND MENUS ......... 25¢
Recipes by Alice Foote McDougall; Louise Gibbons Gurnee; Emily Post and others. 44 pages, profusely illustrated.

28 HOUSE PLANS .................. 40¢
Houses costing under $10,000 to build, with complete floor plans, costs, etc. Designed by some of America's best-known architects. 35 pages.

This new service to American Home readers brings you these valuable booklets, bound in permanent form, at practically cost price. Full size illustrations, complete text. Send your order, with remittance, to The American Home, Garden City, N. Y.
Why owners of the BRITANNICA say:

"It's the best investment I've ever made!"

BRITANNICA owners tell us that the Britannica is the best investment they ever made. Using the Britannica daily, they are convinced that this is so.

Not only in entertainment and in practical usefulness, but often in actual "dollars and cents" value, the Britannica pays for itself over and over again.

Every time the Britannica is consulted, it offers authoritative information—and unless you are informed, these days, you are handicapped.

Do your children ask questions, too?

A mother says she realizes her helplessness and inadequacy as a parent most of all when her child asks her questions about school work. "I ought to be able to help but I can't," the mother says. "There is no reference library near our home—and besides, very often, it isn't possible to rush off to the library whenever a question needs to be answered.

"I am buying the Britannica because it seems the only way to meet what is to me a difficult and embarrassing situation."

The Britannica, for this woman and her child, has been an investment of no uncertain advantage.

It will help you in many unexpected ways

Other owners tell similar stories: How a camping party was equipped under the advice of the Britannica; how a lawyer won his case because of certain data quickly found in the Britannica; how inexperienced settlers in the Carolinian hills made themselves comfortable by first consulting the Britannica.

In these and thousands of other instances people write us that the Britannica is the best investment they ever made.

The range of the Britannica's usefulness to men, women and children is limitless. No subject under the sun is neglected by the 3,500 authorities who contributed.

How to use your credit profitably—$5 down and $5 a month

If it is not convenient for you to pay cash in full for the books, why not use your credit and take advantage of the installment plan of buying? There is never a better time to buy the Britannica than now.

Considering its size and authority and the beauty of its text and illustration, the Britannica is the least expensive encyclopedia you can buy. How long, however, conditions will permit us to maintain this low price is a difficult question. No one knows.

Consequently we advise you to buy immediately—under the easy payment plan if you wish—which allows you a legitimate use of your credit. As little as $5 down brings the set to you, and $5 a month over a short period enables you to have the immediate use of this highly useful set of books.

Send the coupon today. A booklet by return mail gives you complete details of the Britannica, the easy thrift plan and the low prices.

Richard M. Baker, Kent, Conn.

"It is the best investment in books I ever made. A public library in the home, and a lifetime of reading with pleasure and achievement combined."

Frank Oberst, Forestdale, N. Y.

"I believe this to be the most profitable investment any home could make."

Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt

"One of the first things we must have for ourselves as well as our children is some kind of general reference library, and I find that the Britannica fills this need admirably."

Send for FREE BOOKLET

Learn more about the new Britannica today. Fill out the coupon and drop it in the mail. We will send you by return mail a large illustrated booklet free, rich in color plates, maps and sample pages, and containing a full description of the 24 volumes of the Britannica, its 3,500 contributors, the 15,000 illustrations, many in color, and its 500 maps. You will learn about the low prices. Mail the coupon now. No obligation.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, INC.
342 Madison Ave., New York City

Please send me, by return mail, without obligation, your new illustrated booklet with color plates and maps from the latest Britannica, together with low price offer representing a saving of many dollars.

Name
Address
City State
Water Pipe Failures... so easy to avoid!

Every now and then many of us are confronted with water pipe troubles—generally due to rust. A reduced flow of rust-colored water is bad enough... completely clogged or leaking pipes are even worse. For much of the piping in homes today is concealed behind walls and under floors, where it is difficult and costly to repair or replace.

It is easy to avoid the annoyance and expense that rust causes. Have your plumbing contractor install Anaconda Brass Pipe... it cannot rust. While it costs a little more than rustable pipe (about $60 in the average eight-room house) it is far cheaper in the end.

Anaconda Brass Pipe is a product of the largest and most experienced manufacturers of Copper, Brass and Bronze. For your protection "Anaconda" is stamped in the metal every foot. Leading plumbing contractors in every locality specialize in the installation of this quality pipe.

Other building uses where Anaconda metals save upkeep costs are described in the booklet "Copper, Brass and Bronze in the Home." Address The American Brass Company, General Offices, Waterbury, Connecticut.

ANAconda BRASS PIPE

Can't Rust Saves Money
ON THE HEARTH OF THE AMERICAN HOME
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In Our Mail Bag

A n editor's correspondence is at times almost overwhelming. Readers write to him from the four quarters of the globe about every conceivable subject.

But no matter how large the volume of letters may be, it is always welcome. For through this correspondence the editor feels the pulse of his readers. From it he can judge the readers' interests and reactions.

The other day the mail brought us a letter from a subscriber asking for some information and in closing the writer stated that he was "merely a wage earner." The phrase caught our eye. We pondered over it. Why "merely a wage earner?" The phrase was apologetic as though being a wage earner were a stigma.

Should a wage earner need an apology? We grew indignant. Not to our way of thinking. On the contrary no greater compliment could be paid anyone. Certainly all of us who edit this magazine are wage earners. What's more, we're proud of it. And if we don't miss our bet most of our readers are wage earners. For this magazine is published for wage earners—that fine class of people anxious to obtain for themselves and their families the finer things of life. The President of the United States himself is a wage earner. And could he or anyone else have a finer title than this same "wage earner?" No, we don't envy those mortals born with a golden spoon in their mouth who miss the joy of honest endeavor.

Bob and Little Bob

T here were lots of letters last month about the first cover in Adolph Treidler's new series. You'd be surprised, in fact, how many of our readers saw in that American Home family which appeared on the August-September cover relatives who were near and dear to them. We received many interesting suggestions for names for this family which we promised to adopt.

You can almost tell where the letters came from without looking at the postmarks. There were, of course, Carters from Virginia, Adamses from New England, Smiths from everywhere, but particularly from New York, and if there was one suggestion of Americoh, an abbreviation of American Home, from the Middle West.

There was, however, a majority in favor of Jackson—and deferring once more to the majority, we accept Jackson for our family's name. Bob is father's name; Little Bob, or "Junior" his son's. There were many votes for Virginia for mother's and we think Virginia Jackson particularly pleasing.

How about the name? The idea of the cover of this month's issue? He hasn't got a name yet—nor has little daughter who graces our next month's cover. But you've got to wait until you see her before we have a christening. But tell us now about the pup.

The Contest Corner

W e don't mean we have a corner on contests because every one seems to be succumbing to the contest craze this year—even our advertising department has taken a page to tell you about an important announcement in this issue of the magazine.

But right now we want to tell you that votes in our architectural contest are piling high and are revealing two very definite preferences. We'd like to tell you which homes are favored but, as we announce on page 248, we can't close the balloting yet because of the contest rules. No votes may be cast after September 1st, so it is fair to give any advance information. Votes have been received from several foreign countries from far away readers who still cherish dreams of their ideal American home. If you have expressed a preference you must do it before October 1st. A postcard will suffice if, as in the case of many other readers, you do not wish to matriculate your magazines by cutting out the ballots.

The photographic contest for children which was announced on page 144 of our June-July issue, is also closing October 1st. We think we already know which picture will win first prize but some more lovely ones may come in between now and closing time.

Mountains and Machines

W e had forgotten that there were mountains, coming up into that lofty land from the fog-hung sea level. And then of a sudden, there they were, looking down upon us, quietly aloof from all the roadside chattering. At the sight of them there was a thrill as though companions from the past were unexpectedly encountered. Upon the skyline they stood firm against the pressure of little things, things that seemed so momentous in our clamoring cities. The rise and fall of governments, the ways of markets, the whole machine organization of men's affairs, broke to pieces upon those barriers.

In like manner the dweller in cities very often forgets the all-important part in the American scheme of things played by the home and its makers. The noise of the riveting machine drowns out the tap of the car­penter's hammer, the hammering which is alive to give any advance information. Votes have been received from several foreign countries from far away readers who still cherish dreams of their ideal American home. If you have expressed a preference you must do it before October 1st. A postcard will suffice if, as in the case of many other readers, you do not wish to matriculate your magazines by cutting out the ballots.

The photographic contest for children which was announced on page 144 of our June-July issue, is also closing October 1st. We think we already know which picture will win first prize but some more lovely ones may come in between now and closing time.

Of the making of magazines dealing with passing events, gathering up the bright threads of opinion and controversy, there seems to be no end. It is the function of THE AMERICAN HOME, however, to deal with the fundamental things which, in the long run, loom mountains above the plains. Whatever goes to make a home more livable goes into the pages of this magazine.
"Isn't Ruth's home lovely..."
"Yes, but why does she tolerate that bathroom?"

IS your bathroom the "blind-spot" of your otherwise lovely home? You may not be aware of it yourself, but be sure of one thing—your guests are!

T/N will make your whole bathroom seem up-to-date. Especially quiet flushing. Modern, streamlined design. No bulky wall-tank. Non-overflowing. Choose from many harmonizing colors. Completely installed, T/N's cost is surprisingly low. For full details—clip the coupon.

Give Your Home this Finishing Touch of Beauty

WHETHER your house is Brick or Stone, Stucco or Shingles, Cabot's Collopakes (new scientific colors for every paint use) will give it the finishing touch of beauty. Cabot's Old Virginia White gives all the coolness and texture of fresh whitewash yet it is waterproof and long lived; Cabot's Gloss Collopakes have a lasting high gloss that stands up outdoors under severe weather conditions and do not fade, even in the greens. Cabot's Interior Flat Collopakes are washable flat colors for interior use. All Collopakes, because of the patented way they are made, go further, go on smoother and last longer.

Send the Coupon below for more information

Cabot's Collopakes
For all Paint Uses

Made by the makers of Cabot's Creosote Shingle and Wood Stains

Samuel Cabot, Inc.
141 Milk Street
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Please send me full description of Cabot's Collopakes. I am interested in

Outside painting   □ Inside painting (check which)

Address

Here is an end to toiling with toilets

Once women scrubbed and scoured to achieve toilet sanitation. But no more. There is an easier way that keeps closet bowls pure and odorless. Sani-Flush is simple to use and accomplishes cleanliness that was once impossible.

Just sprinkle a bit of this anti-septic, cleansing powder in the bowl (directions on the can). Flush the toilet; and the job is done. The porcelain is spick-and-span and sparkling. The unseen trap that is impossible to clean with a brush is purified and safe. And Sani-Flush can't harm the plumbing.

At grocery, drug and hardware stores. 25c. (Another use for Sani-Flush—cleaning automobile radiators. See directions on can.)

Sani-Flush cleans closet bowls without scouring

Hotter than Coal and no dirt

Burns 80-90% Air-4%-Cheap Oil

The International Oil Burner that will keep your home at a temperature of 72° all winter. Distributed in every section of the United States. The burner requires only a scale, stove or furnace. Installed in a few minutes. No costly motor or complicated parts. 50 year guarantee.

Costs Only a Few Dollars

The International Oil Burner is a new type of oil burner that takes the place of wood or coal and automatically and exactly chooses clean oil from one of the finest and hottest fires known.

30 DAYS TRIAL OFFER

Rain or Shine, 1 Fifty-five Gallon Drum for 1 year's furnace. Free. It comes with a free trial for 30 days, and all you do is burn the oil. Then you may keep it and not pay for it, or you may return it and get your money back.

The International Oil Burner is a burning fire in the industry, and you are invited to take advantage of this splendid offer.

Agents - Dealers - Distributors

Satisfaction Guaranteed

International Oil Heating Co.
340 Park Ave. - S. Leeds, Md., Dept. 366-8

Please send your free booklet and full details on home heating for stove (J Furnace) E. Also free burglary

INTERNATIONAL OIL HEATING CO.
340 Park Ave. - S. Leeds, Md., Dept. 366-8

Name

Address
How a Man of 40 can Retire in 15 Years

IT makes no difference if your carefully laid plans for saving have been upset by the depression. It makes no difference if you are worth half as much today as you were in 1929.

Now, by merely following a simple, definite Retirement Income Plan, you can arrange to quit work forever fifteen years from today with a monthly income guaranteed to you for life. Not only that, but if something should happen to you before that time, we would pay your wife a monthly income for life. Or, if you should be disabled, and were unable to continue your payments, we would make them for you, and pay you a disability income besides

$250 a Month beginning at age 55

Suppose you decide to retire on $250 a month beginning at age 55. Here is what you get:

1. A check for $250 when you reach 55 and a check for $250 every month thereafter as long as you live.
2. A life income for your wife if you die before age 55.
3. A monthly disability income for yourself if before retirement age serious illness or accident stops your earning power for good.

It sounds too good to be true. But it isn’t. There are no “catches” in it, for the plan is guaranteed by an 80-year-old company with $600,000,000 insurance in force. If you are in good physical trim, and are willing to lay aside a modest portion of your income every month, you can have freedom from money worries and you can have all the joys of recreation or travel when the time comes at which every man wants them most.

The Plan is not limited to men of 40. You may be older or younger. The income is not limited to $250 a month. It can be more or less. And you can retire at any of the following ages you wish: 55, 60, 65, or 70.

How much does it cost? When we know your exact age, we shall be glad to tell you. In the long run, the Plan will probably cost nothing, because, in most cases, every cent and more comes back to you at retirement age.

Write your date of birth in the coupon below and mail it today. You will receive, without cost or obligation, a copy of the interesting illustrated booklet shown above. It tells all about the new Phoenix Mutual Retirement Income Plan. Send for your copy of the booklet now. The coupon is for your convenience.

PHOENIX MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Home Office: Hartford, Conn.
Established in 1851
Copyright 1932, P. M. L. I. Co.

[Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Co.
708 Elm St., Hartford, Conn.
Send me by mail, without obligation, your new book,
"The Phoenix Mutual Retirement Income Plan."]
A Dramatic California Setting
Where there's a will
there's a way to

HEALTH AND BEAUTY

in housework

by BETTY STUART

ONCE upon a time I took a course of exercises from a man who specialized in keeping women fit. Said that man to me, after we'd become a bit chummy, "Rich women are foolish. If they'd do their own housework, they wouldn't have to waste their husbands' money on reconditioning and reducing. There's more exercise in washing windows and scrubbing floors than in all the stuff I give them."

Because I'm Irish and argumentative, I shot out a question before I stopped to think, "Then why hasn't your office scrub woman a beautiful figure?"

"Because there's a right way and a wrong way to do all exercises. You can dawdle through the ones you get here. You can slump. You can go to the other extreme and fly at them till you're so tense you're merely exhausted afterward. You can take them at the wrong time, just after meals or when you're too tired to get the benefit. You can do them in a close, hot, airless room. You can forget all I tell you about breathing. And—I believe this is much more important than most people seem to think—you can put yourself through them physically but not mentally. Doing a thing and hating it doesn't tone up your whole being the way doing it and loving it does. That's the reason I give you music while you work."

Well, time passed and so did I—passed into a house in the country instead of my little apartment in town. A lot of money passed, too, just as it has from most of us in the last three years. To-day I find myself doing all my own work, except laundry, and having the time of my life!

So, having sat at the feet of authority and gone in for personal research later, I'm ready to pass on a few thoughts about houseworking your buttocks touch the baseboard, feet extended above, reaching up along the wall, knees bent and soles on the wall. Then climb up the wall on those feet, one after the other, till the weight of your body comes on your shoulders. Next, feet together, slide down—slowly, slowly, till your backbone rests flat on the floor. Do this ten times, if you can.

Then, in the middle of the bathroom, lie down again on your back. Raise the coccyx (the very end of the spine) and sink the stomach, keeping the shoulders back and tight to the floor, the neck stretched and as flat as possible, the chin in. Relax and repeat. Do this ten times.

Now stand. Instead of the old rule, "Pull the abdomen in," try doing just what you did when you were horizontal—move the coccyx forward and your abdomen comes in of itself. Don't forget the shoulders, back and down. Or the neck, stretched out tall. Or the chin, in. This is the correct standing position, and also the one for walking. To begin with, you won't be able to hold the posture automatically. You'll forget it, but by and by it will grow to be natural.

Sitting isn't a matter of sitting down, but sitting up, the body from the waist northward in the same position as when you stand, placed as far back in the chair as you can, so that the spine gets maximum support without having to carry the weight of you lying on the end of it. When
exercises that belong to housework itself, you’ll get double benefit.

It all comes easier if you dress the part, and the first essential is shoes. Nobody goes to “gym” in high heels. Don’t wear out an old pair of run-over afternoon shoes. Have shoes that are preferably flat-heeled, but certainly straight-heeled, big enough to be comfortable but not so big as to be sloppy. Don’t wear a corset, even if you always do when you’re dressed. Don’t wear anything tight. Choose an outfit in which you feel light—a short, crisp, washable house dress in a color that gives you a lift, pyjamas if you like them (I don’t, because I get my toes, bend your ankles and you’ll find that your legs will assume a much more youthful silhouette.

So much for what you’d have to do in moving about a house even if you had ten servants. If you can keep these rules while going through the.

cut to fit his customer, put a block of wood under the dishpan or build a long, low, solid platform made for you to stand on—some like one and some the other. If your porcelain sink shelf turns out to be a dish chipper, get a white rubber bathmat from a Ten Cent Store, which also cuts the noise and saves the nerves. Then, check for an open window, top, bottom, or both. If you have a radio, turn it on. Breathe deeply, slowly, and regularly. Get a rhythm into your work. Use your fingers as though they were supple as silk—esthetic dancers take whole courses in how to move the hands, the arms, the elbows, but you can practise grace without lowering either your speed or your bank balance.

If your kitchen is big, you probably use a mop to clean the floor—of which more later. If it’s relatively small, you may do it on your hands and knees, like I do. But don’t imitate the poor scrub women by bending into a disconsolate bow, any more than you’d follow them in using dirty water. Keep your back as straight as you can while your reach and stretch in all directions. Don’t push hard on your brush or cloth, for this flattens your chest. The outward motion should be easy, but the backward one should have a good strong spring to it. If this is the day for cleaning out the refrigerator or doing the woodwork, you’ll get a lot of those valuable stretching-and-squatting exercises that are always part of any beauty course. Keep your torso upright, don’t help yourself with your hands but let your arm muscles work. If you’re tired after the kitchen is done, go upstairs to your bedroom and lie flat on your back on the floor. Do the raise-the-coccyx, sink-the-tummy exercise for a moment or two. Then lie still, knees bent, feet flat on the floor. This is marvellously restful. If you’re young enough, end up with swinging over and kicking the floor behind your head a few times. Then supposse we clean the beds.

We’ll take for granted you don’t need to check for fresh air here, because you attended to that when you turned the beds down. Don’t forget to breathe deeply and rhythmically. If you can’t hear the radio, do it by count—breathe in, one, two, three, four—breathe out, one, two, three, four. Remember posture. Don’t let this hinder you in reaching, stretching, bending, stooping, smoothing out the sheets, and fluffing up the pillows; you can do it all just as well without letting your inner control decline into a sag.

When you’re straightened the room and done whatever cleaning is necessary, take a moment off to admire it. Waste time? No, ma’am! Reward of past effort and investment for the future, just like the rest-for-the-body exercise to which this rest-for-the-mind is akin. The woman who has a child but doesn’t take care of him herself and the woman who has a house at which she never works both lose something very valuable—a sense of intimacy, appreciation, and love that comes from touch.

Awhile ago we said something about mopping. If you don’t use a wet one—having, like me, a sort of prejudice against them—you undoubtedly use a vacuum cleaner, a carpet sweeper, a dustless mop, or all four by turns. The exercise value of each is the same. When you first begin thinking of posture in regard to all housework, you may feel a bit stiff and slow, but later on, as you get limberer and gayer about it, you’ll find you’re flying along without thought, holding yourself easily and gracefully as you use your great little inventions, forward and back with the arms, emphasis on the back pull rather than on the forward push, because that’s what expands the chest and gives you good shoulders.

When you’re through, stand straight and let your hair down. Look up at the ceiling, turn your arms outward and take full, deep breaths. Isn’t it a grand world? To lift a heavy cleaner or waxer for putting away, bend at the knees and keep your back straight and abdominal muscles taut.

When you’re through, take a bath. One girl of my acquaintance who used to buy bath salts by the ton economizes by keeping a colorful cleaner or waxer for putting away.

“Waste time? No, ma’am! Reward of past effort and investment for the future, just like the rest-for-the-body exercise to which this rest-for-the-mind is akin. The woman who has a child but doesn’t take care of him herself and the woman who has a house at which she never works both lose something very valuable—a sense of intimacy, appreciation, and love that comes from touch.”
Book lovers, attention!

Read

**THE ABC OF BOOK CARE**

by JOSEPH J. MILLARD

EARLY in my library-building adventures, I began to learn certain points of importance in the proper care and treatment of books, and I believe some of these, at least, are well worth handing on.

Regarding the greatest menace of all to books, I have little to say. I refer to children and visitors. Some perverse fate seems to guide children, at an early age, straight toward the choicest volumes in your library, even though they be dull in color and absolutely devoid of illustration. This same fate places in the hands of these children, a particularly sticky piece of candy and the menace is complete. For this I can recommend just one thing, an early and complete education in the value and sentiment of books and a good sound training in their care and handling.

For visitors who handle with no vestige of care, your choicest books, much the same advice holds true. Further than this, I equip each book with a little printed card on which I enumerate some requests I make of every borrower in regard to care, ask every reader to use this card as a bookmark, rather than to turn the book face down or place some bulky object between the pages to mark a spot. I make positive requests not to turn down corners or make pencil marks to locate starting points. On the reverse of this card, I write the date the book was borrowed, just to serve as a casual memory jogger to those who are prone to forget how long they keep these books. I keep a very systematic card file of dates and titles on loans and I do not hesitate to follow up a book when I feel that it has been kept long enough.

However, these are by no means all the injuries that can come upon my books. Binding will loosen, in spite of good care; mould will gather, stains will appear and, worst of all, insect pests will prey upon the backing. Much of these troubles may be safely overcome if one knows how.

Book bindings are precious and more or less delicate. Certain hints in handling, however, will preserve them to some extent. When bindings do become loose, it is better to have an expert book-binder at once re-fasten the original binding. I have found that shelves several inches deeper than the books protect bindings. Books set well to the front of the shelves are not likely to be injured by being jammed back hard against the wall. Furthermore, if books are tight to the wall at the back, it is easy for the slightest dampness to penetrate to the lining of the back and cause mould and loosening of the pages. I allow at least three inches behind my books for circulation of air.

Books should never be pulled from the shelves by their tops. Nothing destroys their backing quicker. They should be set loosely so that they can easily be pulled out by the sides, and never should they be held by the cover alone as the weight of the pages will pull the book apart in a very short time.

When the least trace of mould appears, it is time for immediate action, before valuable volumes are totally ruined. The best common preventive for mould that I know of is to fill a fine-spray atomizer with oil of cedar, oil of lavender, pennyroyal, or some similar aromatic oil and spray the books and shelves lightly with the liquid.

If you pick up a book and find the binding inexplicably loose and the shelf beneath it covered with a fine powder, you can make up your mind that your books are being literally eaten up by insects. Either the common cockroach or the silver fish may be responsible. The silver fish seems to have a different name in every locality but most of us are familiar with the tiny, wormlike thread of silver that darts for a dark corner when the light is suddenly turned on.

This insect, like the roach, lives on starch and will even eat the glaze off fine paper to get (Continued on page 265)
The cellar garden was invented in 1903 by a famous landscape architect, the late Nathan F. Barrett, who said at that time, "My future conception of the evolution of the house is that it will be a garden in the country with a roof over it. I hope that I may be known in future generations as the inventor of the cellar garden." His idea was far in advance of his generation, but the present day development of gas and oil heating equipment has released the basement for such purposes. I am offering it in a more modern cloak. In its simplest terms, the cellar garden is merely a walk about 8 feet to 10 feet wide, running around two or three sides of the cellar and lighted through windows that are built into that space between the grade and the underside of the first floor beams. In other words, that portion of the foundation wall which is now to be seen under many houses, extending above the grade, is replaced by a series of small supporting columns and long horizontal glazed windows. Through these windows in the wintertime, the sun shines on the flowers and the plants that can be grown in pots and boxes and special places built for them, making thereby a veritable conservatory for those types of plants that do not demand excessive sun. In the summer, all these windows may be removed and replaced with netting, thus also creating a delightful retreat from the heat of the day. It is not difficult to imagine that with the coolness of the cellar and moisture of plants, the sound of trickling water, and the light fringed with the green of Ferns and Palms, this cellar garden could become one of the choicest parts of the home.

It would not be a costly thing to put into a house already built, for about the only thing that is necessary is to knock out the cellar wall above grade and replace it with thin steel columns and long glass windows. The modern type of steel sash makes excellent windows for the cellar garden, because of their long horizontal lines.

We read statements these days that the cellar is an expensive thing to have under the ordinary house—that wasting a good deal of money by digging a hole in the ground, but the fact of the matter is, that it is the most economical part of the house. One can buy three times as much volume of cellar space for the same amount of money that would be put into the house above the ground. Taking advantage of these conditions and the cleaner aspect of the cellar with the modern heating equipment, the construction of a cellar garden might be almost as standard a thing as a living room.

In those houses where the first floor is on about the same level the ground outside, and the cellar must therefore be lighted through windows that open into areaways similar to those used in city buildings, a type of... (Continued on page 266)
A promise of new things

LOOKING TO THE ROSES

by LEONARD BARRON

Turning attention to the Roses in the fall of the year is now seen to be good practice. Thus do we make progress. I can well recall the time when people thought of Roses only as something to plant in the spring to give flowers in June. But that is all changed. Gradually it has come to be recognized although, to be honest, it isn’t exactly very popular yet, that Roses can be profitably planted in the late fall, even in winter, over the greater part of the country, but not far up north. The fact is that all that is wanted when we get into spring is the roots and the lower part of the plant. The upper part will be cut back and discarded anyhow by pruning if we regard Rose plants as did one great rosarian, Rev. H. Pemberton, merely as machines for the production of beautiful Roses. In this respect Roses differ from most other shrubs which are grown in their general shrub habit and form. Roses, in fact, then are reduced to the philosophy that the most important part of the Rose plant is its root. This was particularly emphasized at the recent joint meeting of the American Rose Society and the Rose Society of Ontario at the Toronto meeting when Mr. Sanders of the Provincial Agricultural College had his say about common sense in Rose culture, and you can see the plants to prove his contentions at Guelph.

The most important things he said are drainage of the soil, so that the roots get air and do not stand in water, and, coupled with this, maturity of the wood before winter arrives. This is accomplished by cultural methods and refraining from giving nitrogenous fertilizers late in the season which would make a soft wood and would succumb to winter conditions. Don’t give nitrogen after midsummer. When cutting Rose blooms, cut with shorter stalks as the season advances and so avoid the stimulation of tender, latent buds.

Now, as we look towards the winter, make the ground firm by tamping around the plant in late autumn. Do not cultivate from September onwards. Bushes transplanted in October or later need not be watered. It is the wind in the early spring that kills the canes. If you are in a region where snow persists, you are lucky as that is the best protection. Otherwise it is practical to give some protection to substitute for the snow. That is to shield the wood from the drying late season winds. A wet, heavy blanket of manure or leaves over the beds killed 30% of the plants. A practical method of winter handling is to cover the base of the plants with soil dug up from alongside the bushes, thus leaving a ridge and furrow. Put the mulch between the rows and when spring comes pulling down the soil will bury the mulch and leave it where it is most needed. So much for the bush Roses.

When it comes to the climbers, if experience shows that they suffer in your particular climate, common sense suggests that the canes be laid down on the ground and buried for the winter.

One bugbear of successful Rose growing is the black spot. It is the worst fungus pest we have because it strips the plant of its foliage, and that is fatal. Black spot can be controlled by early dusting. Dr. Massey, of Cornell, has demonstrated that in the research work conducted for the American Rose Society. Flotation sulphur (when it is dyed green it is called Pomogreen) is (Continued on page 265)
New Chintzes Make a New House

This page almost didn't get in the magazine at all, we waited so long to get the latest full patterns to show you. And not only are these chintzes new but they are ridiculously inexpensive considering the quality. While we were guided in our selection by good taste rather than cheapness, just look at that modernist pattern at the left end of the roof of the house as an example of what bargains are now available in house furnishings. It is a very good quality printed linen at 23 cents a yard!
A full description of the chintzes and wallpapers will be found on page 256.

Not only the newest wallpapers, but the newest patterns in washable wall coverings are shown on this page. As in the case of the chintzes on the opposite page, we have selected designs which we felt to be in the best of taste, suitable for American homes, and again we have been surprised by the low prices which are put on these charming patterns.
First aid in

Balancing the Budget

by CLEMENT J. FREUND

A household budget is a fascinating thing—at the start. People become very enthusiastic over a budget when they first adopt one. But ask your friends a year or two later how the budget is working out and they will almost invariably admit that the plan has not been a success. Their reaction varies all the way from a mild statement that the budget has not been practical "in our case" to violent condemnation of the bankers for trying to build up savings accounts by imposing the budget hoax on the population.

My wife and I had made a budget long ago. It comprised the following divisions:

1. Food: purchased food and meals away from home.
2. Shelter: payments on the home, insurance and repairs, and improvements to property.
4. Operating: fuel, light, gas, water, telephone, wages for help, all expenses incident to the normal operation of the household.
5. Furnishings and equipment: furniture, utensils, repairs to household articles and devices.
7. Advance travel and recreation: amusements, vacations, educational fund, professional societies.
8. Personal expenses: pocket money and incidentals.

We had allotted a given amount to be spent every month in each classification.

After a year of it we too had to admit that we had not kept within the budget, that the budget had not helped us to spend intelligently.

We talked it all over one evening some years ago when we sat over our income tax blanks, cancelled checks, receipts, and the rest of the mess which we always dragged out of drawers at income tax time. Eleven o'clock passed, midnight, one o'clock, we paid no attention. Eagerly we talked on.

We finally decided that the budget and the budget idea were very good in themselves. The trouble was that we had no way of keeping our expenses in line with the budget. Bankers, home economists, editors, had explained for us how to build a budget and what part of the income should be spent for shelter, food, and all other divisions. But nobody had ever told us how to control expenditures according to the budget.

Of course, we had kept an expense account. That kind of thing we kept up religiously in a notebook. But it was nothing except a record in one column of money that came in, and of money that was paid out in another column. If we added the columns at the end of the month we knew how much we had earned and how much we had spent. We could see how much we had spent on a given day and for what purpose. Otherwise the record had no value. There was no relation whatever between this notebook account and the budget.

Getting introduced to a budget system is the difficult thing. After you have used it awhile you will regard it as your best friend and will wonder how you ever did without it. The system explained here is really easy to work and has been thoroughly tested.

(Continued on page 263)
Setting Your Own Stage

The first of two articles on wall treatments. This month the traditional backgrounds

by TYLER S. ROGERS

An appreciable measure of satisfaction is often to be derived by using authentic materials and traditional methods when developing decorative wall treatments that are based upon a well-established style.

None of the traditional methods of wall decoration has ever really gone out of style, nor are any of the traditional materials difficult to obtain today. Among the host of new wall treatments, many of which seek to improve upon time-tested methods, the old familiar stand-bys retain their popularity, undisturbed by passing vogues.

There is, however, a certain appropriateness of each of these materials to fairly well-established architectural periods, and the integrity of a decorative treatment may be marred as readily by an inappropriate selection as by seeking to create an effect with a material that was not available to those who originated the style.

For example, if a room is to have an Elizabethan or Tudor character, oak paneling is surely indicated as the dominant material. An Italian or Spanish room calls for textured plaster, with or without the use of ceramic tile decorative details. Norman French and other of the picturesque cottage styles employed rather simple plaster walls of sanded rather than heavy texture. The Georgian and Adam styles used painted plaster or painted paneling. The very early American Colonial character usually calls for vertical pine board paneling at least at the fireplace end of the room, and horizontal boards across any outside wall having a northern exposure. Later Colonial work used plaster on other walls, above a low pine or plaster wainscoting or chair rail with the upper walls frequently papered with scenic or French block print papers.

And so it goes, each particular
period using its popular materials in a characteristic way. We cannot here discuss the distinguishing features of each style, such as the changes in character of wood paneling that mark the Tudor from the Jacobean or William and Mary periods, but it will be worth while to consider the five or six traditional decorative materials still available today in terms of their practical use in modern period work.

Of these the most common is plaster. Finished smooth with the usual white coat, it becomes the foundation for both painted and papered walls. If the finishing coat is sanded, it acquires the character of walls in the early Colonial, Norman French, and early English cottage styles. A similar effect results when the second or "brown" coat is left without a finishing coat, revealing the trowel marks and the hair fiber used in the mixture. In such cases the desired color may be mixed into the plaster itself, as the appropriate shades are seldom very pronounced. To paint a sanded texture or unfinished brown coat with a glossy oil paint is to depart from precedent, for these primitive styles were usually left with no further finish except as they may have been waxed or glazed.

When the finishing or putty coat is not only sanded but is also left with the trowel marks showing, the wall acquires the character of Italian and Spanish work. The textures employed in these styles were obtained in many ways. A steel trowel leaves a totally different mark from a wood trowel or wood float. Sometimes a cloth was used or the palm of the hand to give a flowing texture that cannot be obtained with a harsher tool. In most Italian work the color treatment was very restrained, chief reliance being placed upon the texture. In Spanish work these rough textured walls were often given a considerable color variation, either by blending different tints mixed in the plaster itself, or by glazing with various colored glazes blended together by stippling or brushing on the wall.

The more sophisticated use of plaster calls for forming the finishing coat into moldings, cornices, friezes, and sometimes into extremely ornate strapwork. The greatest amount of ornamentation in plaster usually occurred on the ceiling, with which we are not at present concerned. Much of the early Tudor and Elizabethan work used a smooth white coat, but laid on with those slight irregularities that show hand craftsmanship. Sometimes the friezes over the high wood paneled wainscoting were ornamented with birds, animals and other figures worked in low relief in the plaster itself.

Such plastering was frequently glazed or waxed to give it a soft sheen.

There were various methods of treating the smooth finished, plain plastered walls which are so commonly employed today. The classic styles, such as the French Renaissance, the Georgian English work, and the very delicately classic decorations of the Brothers Adam were largely developed by moldings of plaster or wood applied over a smooth plaster base, and the whole surface painted and decorated according to the precepts of the period. These methods are still available to us to-day, for painted plaster walls, with or without paneling divisions, chair rails, cornices, and plaster or wood wainscots, share the popularity of walls covered with paper or wall fabrics in the vast majority of American homes.

Wallpapers hark back many centuries; they go beyond European precedent to Occidental origins in the remote past. Perhaps their chief charm is their adaptability to a wide variety of decorative styles, and to the flexibility of the material in allowing periodic changes in the decorative treatment. Wall fabrics included grass cloths, smooth cottons or linens applied directly to the plaster as a base for painting, and all the way up the line of decorative fabrics to the rich damasks which were usually stretched on frames independent of the foundation wall itself. In these fields present-day methods have not deviated from traditional methods and authentic designs inherited from past eras can still be obtained from wallpaper and fabric manufacturers.

All early paneling was made of solid wood to conceal the structural wall, frequently of masonry or of heavy timber, and to give warmth as well as decorative values to cold, harsh surfaces. The panels were generally cut out of thin wide planks. The stiles (the vertical moldings) and the rails (the horizontal pieces) were cut and moulded out of (Continued on page 257)
Have you a family favorite in your home?

We asked Vicki Baum, who is one of the greatest writers of our day, author of the currently popular "Secret Sentence" as well as other best sellers, including the sensation-ally successful "Grand Hotel" which is known wherever good books are read and good movies enjoyed, to tell our readers some of the recipes she recalls with pleasure, particularly those she might class as "family favorites."

We think you will share our appreciation of Vicki Baum's good taste, both in her literary and culinary chef d'œuvres, and will thank her, as we do, for her delightful stories and recipes.

When we read her manuscript through we decided we wanted to publish more "family favorites." We might not be able to get a great writer like Vicki Baum to write the recipes for us but we could insist on their being "family tested," just as hers were. And to make sure we get the very best ones to publish for our readers we have decided to offer prizes each month. Five dollars in cash will be given for every recipe accepted.

Remember, they must be "family favorites." They must have been thoroughly tested in the only real proving ground we recognize: the dinner table of an American family. They cannot be clipped from other magazines or cookbooks. We are asking you to give little stories with your recipes, just as Vicki Baum did. These stories will show that the recipes really do bear the seal of approval of an American family. The stories need not be long and you need not have a "literary style" to write them. Just tell us enough to identify the recipe as a favorite.

In order to insure our getting only the best ones to offer our readers we shall limit the competition each month to one course of an average American dinner. This month, for instance, we offer prizes of five dollars each for the best recipes for consommes and soups not including stews. Send your recipes to The American Home Kitchen, Garden City, N. Y.

Recipes which are not accepted will not be returned. We cannot enter into correspondence about the recipes. The competition for the best soup recipes will close October 15th.

Will please forgive me if I tell you a little story with each of my recipes?

My mother's family was large; she had seven sisters. All of the sisters were married and each of them had an unlimited number of children. The eight sisters would decide suddenly to meet at the home of one of them. Then they would call up their husbands and their children and the governesses to come and join them, and when the family was all gathered together, it looked more like a national convention than anything else. These impromptu meetings were the terror of my youth. For when they had all assembled and were peacefully playing bridge, my mother would say to me: "Will you fix a little bite, darling?" And I would go into the kitchen and fix some mustard eggs.

MUSTARD EGGS: Boil eggs hard, halve them, remove the yolks. Mash the yolks and mix in plenty of mustard. You must use two kinds of mustard—English mustard, not too sharp, and a very sweet mustard, the sweetest you can find. You add a few drops of olive oil, a pinch of salt, and a little sugar—just enough to make the taste pleasant. Then you stuff the mixture back into the whites. Then you put on top, as a little garnishing, whatever you find in your icebox—salmon or sardines, radishes, olives, or peppers—well, and that's all.

So when your friends burst in, bringing with (Continued on page 257)
What May We Expect of Modernism?

by ROBERT W. McLAUGHLIN, JR.

It is in a sense unfortunate that the desire for shelter had to be one of man's most primitive instincts. A consequence of this has been the enshrouding of the house with various sentimentalities and prejudices which have kept it from becoming as comfortable, healthful, and happy a place to live in as the methods of our modern civilization might otherwise have accomplished. Radios, refrigerators, and twenty-six million automobiles in active operation are the mechanical achievements of our era, and yet we have never applied enough ingenuity to our actual living conditions to make it possible for more than a quarter of our population to be adequately housed. People spend about a fifth of their incomes for rent or for its equivalent in paying for a house, and so, if we value property at ten times its annual rent return, we know that a family can afford to live in property worth twice the amount of the annual income derived from it. Now not more than 5% of the families in the United States have an income of $4,000 a year or more, and it is difficult to secure a well built six-room house with a garage and an adequate amount of improved land in a satisfactory environment for less than $8,000.

Our problem then is to find ways to bring the cost of a six-room house within the range of a much larger portion of the people in this country. Good houses cost more than most people can afford and chiefly for three reasons. The first reason is the uneconomical practice of land subdivision and development which makes the lot on which the house is built exorbitantly high. The second is found in the antiquated and unsound methods of financing which bring the cost of mortgage money for houses built to sell, up usually as high as 15% to 35%. The third reason lies in the fact that our methods of constructing houses are antiquated and outworn. Financiers, builders, and architects are studying the first two causes, but it is in improving the actual building operations that the house illustrated here marks an advance over prevailing conditions and consequently a great reduction in cost.

The building industry has been called "our medieval industry." We lay stones and mix mortar just about as they did in the twelfth century; we lay bricks one at a time as the Assyrians did and we raise a wood framework in unconscious imitation of the carpenters of Early America. While transportation, the production and distribution of food, and other fundamental elements in our lives have undergone radical changes during the hundred-odd years since the industrial revolution began we still put a house together with a technique centuries old, apparently oblivious of the economies to be effected and improvements to be made by bringing the methods of large-scale production and factory fabrication to bear on the American house. It is true that there are many things that go into a house to-day that are the products of marvelous machines and were entirely unknown only a few years ago, but once all the pieces of a house are brought together at the site they have to be mixed or cut, fussed over and fitted, all with a degree of inefficiency that would never be tolerated in other industries. How much more simple it would be to take all the little pieces of a building and fabricate them at a factory into units large enough for economy and light enough to be easily erected to form the house.

Off the operations going into the house shown on the opposite page 85% would occur at the factory, and the remaining ones could all be accomplished by four men in two weeks. With the efficiencies of large-scale production, going on regardless of the weather and without the infinite fussiness of hand sawing and finishing at the job, the house could be built for two thirds the cost of a comparable house put together by the old methods. The framework is of steel, made to required lengths and easily bolted together at the job. The walls are in panel units about four feet wide and nine feet high, some plain, some with windows and some with doors—all designed so as to slip easily into place in aluminum battens (vertical joints) once the framework is erected. Windows are of steel. The first floor is of concrete and the roofing is built up with as-

We recently asked the well-known and progressive firm of New York architects, Holden, McLaughlin & Associates the question spread across the top of this page.

Mr. McLaughlin’s reply is given in the surrounding columns and the modern house which his firm designed to illustrate the economy and efficiency of the modern style is shown in full detail on the opposite page.

The plot plan of our modern house indicates that it will fit on a fifty-foot lot and that the planting is designed for privacy as well as for garden living.
This American Home house could probably be built in the New York area for approximately $7,200. It is a large house for that price: living room 20 x 16, dining room 12 x 16, kitchen 8 x 12, bedroom 8 x 12, bathroom 8 x 8; hall 8 x 8; bath, upstairs, 5½ x 8, two bedrooms 16 x 16. with a corner cut off each. The four-foot panels into which each wall is divided, as told in the article on the opposite page, make it easy to estimate the room sizes. A full description of the interior plan is given in the article on the following page. The steel walls of this house might be enameled a soft green; and a black coping used for accent around the top of the walls. An aluminum railing serves to decorate the porch deck and the vertical battens are of aluminum also. A handsome Venetian blind awning protects the living room casement door.
of the boiler. One of the new compact little heaters, equipped with an oil burner, would be ideal for this place, but if coal is used the location is perfect since the coal truck can back into the garage and put the coal into an available space between the garage and the living room. From this coal space an opening directly into the heater room can be made, and so the coal is both delivered and used with little effort.

The outside of the walls can be given several heavy coats of enamel in any color; for this house a soft gray green would look well with the metal battens that cover the joints between the panels. The roof is flat, the walls and windows are simply treated and depend for effect on proportion and color. Consequently the house may be called modern in design just as it is truly modern in methods of construction. But there is no striving to make it modernistic; a logical system of fabrication treated with intelligence, restraint, and charm cannot fail to be attractive in appearance. So call it anything you like. We were glad to design it for The American Home as an example of what we believe can be done once the great industry of home building realizes what opportunities it has missed in failing to apply modern methods of factory fabrication to its problems, and when the prospective owner of a house realizes how desirable it is to secure a fireproof, well-planned, well-lighted house, warm in winter and cool in summer, for a fraction of the cost of one built by old methods.

It is difficult to give an exact cost of construction for this house. The fact that new materials and new methods of building are employed makes it almost impossible to give an accurate estimate which will be good in every section of the country. However, we believe that $7,200 will cover the cost in the New York area. When the economies of mass production are in effect the cost will be a good deal less.

We, as architects, hope that this type of construction will meet with favor in this country. We believe that the stimulus to industry and business that can come from such a step may be tremendous. It is very possible that it will be such an idea that will give the initial turn to speeding up the lagging wheels of industry.

phalt layers. Interior partitions can be moved with little effort and no muss or loss of material. While the exterior walls are only slightly over two inches thick they have the same insulating value against heat or cold as two feet of stone or brick. This is made possible by building them like the walls of a refrigerator. A core of insulating board two inches thick is covered on both sides with sheets of treated steel and the whole is pressed together to make a solid wall.

There is no basement because in the year 1932 we know how to make a first floor warm and dry through the proper use of waterproofing and insulation, and there is no attic because we can insulate a roof within a space of a few inches so as to make it cool in summer and warm in winter. Space in cellar or attic costs as much as the usable space between and is far less valuable. The interiors can be painted or papered just like the ordinary house, except that there are little vertical aluminum battens where the panels are fitted together. These, however, can be made just as decorative as the moldings of wood paneling. Given a really sound reason for anything appearing in the construction of a house, we can accept it and treat it as a decorative motif.

The specifications of this house call for hot water or steam heat. The heater room is right beside the entrance door and is placed slightly lower than the first floor, which must be higher than the water line
Will this be the interior decoration of the future?

by R. W. McLAUGHLIN, Jr.

The house illustrated on page 237 is modern because it brings modern methods of factory fabrication to bear on the antiquated industry of house building, and because it has been so planned as to let its occupants live in a modern, intelligent way, with adequate warmth, air, and sunshine. We have designed it from the inside out, not trying to fit a particular style or picturesque quality. Every room has two exposures, so there can be ample cross draughts when wanted. In general the plan is composed of two rectangles which overlap at a corner of each, and these overlapping corners afford a space eight feet square, which contains the stairway and affords access to the other rooms.

As you come in from the street, you can either drive into the garage or enter by the front door, which is protected by a cantilevered shelter above. When we enter the house we pass by the little unobtrusive heater room and turn to our right to the little hall from which a stairway rises, factory-made in one piece of welded steel and with a wrought iron or aluminum railing. To our right is the living room with long steel casement doors and simple hangings of patterned material. The floor is covered with a carpet of one color with contrasting border. The fireplace has been built in the corner because we wanted its flue to be carried up in the same chimney with the heater flue, because corner fireplaces give excellent heat, and because the room seems to furnish very well with it in that location.

When we say "furnish" a modern house, we immediately think of metal tubing and odd shapes of angular upholstery. But not for this house which counts a gracious comfort among its claims to modernity, and admits nothing whose sole distinction is novelty of material and unusualness of shape. Our house looks as it does for reasons of economy, efficiency, and comfort, and we know of no tubular furniture that excels in these qualities.

Some of it is surprisingly comfortable, but there seems little reason to substitute it for pieces of historic type. We need, however, to select our furniture for a clean simplicity of line; any gilded fussiness would be utterly out of key. We have shown in the sketches of the living room a group of furniture designed for the W. F. Whitney Company by a member of our firm and manufactured by them. This group consists of a sofa upholstered in a predominantly striped material, a Martha Washington chair with a patterned material, a George Washington chair done in a plain color, and several tables. These pieces might be done especially for this room with a light lacquer instead of the usual mahogany finish. The piano, aluminum andirons, and cut-out metal coping around the fireplace top add to the furnishing of the room.

Some interesting suggestions for decorating modern interiors in general and for decorating the interiors in The American Home modern house (see page 236) in particular are given in this article.

The spirit of modernity and the feeling of gracious comfort combine harmoniously in this modern house. The furniture in the living room, Sheraton in inspiration, was designed by a member of the firm of architects who designed the house. The floor plans on which the placement of every piece of furniture is indicated appear on page 237.

The kitchen is 8 x 12 feet in dimensions, an efficient size. There is a storage closet and a service entrance with access to the street.

Nothing could be simpler in pattern than the second floor. It is 24 feet square; off each of two corners is taken an 8-foot square, one of which is filled by the staircase and a closet, and the other by the bathroom and another closet. Joining the inside corners of these minor squares is a diagonal wall which separates the two double bedrooms. The beds in each room are set with their heads against this diagonal wall; the two exposed walls are treated with windows so as to give perfect ventilation.

From a bedroom and from the stair hall one can reach varying levels of sun terraces. Our economical flat roofs become useful to the occupants. Venetian blinds are generously used throughout the house; outside the living room casement doors a projected awning type of blind is used. Wrought-iron furniture on the porch carries living out of doors, of itself a modern idea that seems to be growing in favor.
Fruit for the table,
Bloom for the house, from

FLOWERING SHRUBS

by A. S. COLBY

A practical application of the useful and beautiful may be justified at any time, but surely in these present days it is worthy of prime consideration. And if you are planting shrubs this fall (as many of you will be) why not give a thought to the selection of shrubs that while beautiful in themselves in their flowering season will also bear fruit in due course and may be used in the making of jellies, jams, conserves, and marmalades? You will be surprised how big a list of such shrubs are available to be used in foundation planting, in borders, as hedges, or as screens. Here at the Illinois State Agricultural Experiment Station we have been gathering together such shrubs which though primarily of ornamental value can also serve the economic need in one’s own dooryard.

The list of tall shrubs, which may under some conditions become small trees, includes the Mulberry, the Juneberry, the Elderberry, the Cherry Elaeagnus or Gumi, the American Highbush Cranberry, the Nanking or Chinese Cherry, the Cornelian Cherry, and the Hawthorns. This group includes many handsome shrubs of fairly dense growth, some with glossy foliage. They are quite attractive in early spring at blossoming time and again in summer or fall with their shining fruits, red, black, or yellow in color. In this group, in some sections, might also be included the Hazels and Filberts, unique in their manner of flowering in early spring and interesting in fruiting habit, with their nuts borne in green husks which turn brown and open as the nuts mature in the autumn.

Mulberries have not been commonly regarded as promising material by the plant breeder or the housewife. Crops of bluish-black berries in June quite similar to huckleberries and good either to eat out of hand or in pies.

The Elderberry, of which the American Sweet, or Summer-flowering Elder produces the best fruit, is a large bush or small tree, preferring rich soil for its best growth. The Elderberry bush is rather coarse, but the foliage is handsome, the large clusters of white flowers are showy and the black berries are attractive as they ripen in early fall.

While the Nanking Cherry, or Chinese Bush Cherry (Prunus tomentosa), has long been known and prized for its ornamental beauty in its native home, it has only recently come to be thought of as a shrub valuable for its fruit as well. Especially in northern sections has its hardiness been demonstrated and it is now being recognized as a promising new ornamental with edible fruit. One of the first to bloom in spring, the flowers, arising from pink buds, cover the branches just as the leaves open. As the fruit ripens, its brilliant red or white coloring makes a charming contrast with the striking green foliage. The fruit is especially valuable in jams and other cooked products.

The fruit of some varieties, however, like Teas’ Weeping Mulberry, if picked a shade underripe and canned like raspberries will taste very much like loganberries if served with meat at the winter dinner table.

Many people in country districts are familiar with the Juneberry. It is known in the Middle West as the Shadbush, or Service-bery. In southwestern Canada it is called the Sakatoon. While there are several species of this genus sold by nurserymen all going under the general name of Juneberry, it is probable that the form known botanically as Amelanchier alnifolia (native Saskatchewan to Colorado and Ohio) is one of the best known as far as the quality of its fruit is concerned. This species bears
There is much interest nowadays in the new science of air conditioning. This article, by a civil engineer and contractor who has actually installed different makes of conditioners, is unbiased and comprehensive.

Why all this fuss about air-conditioning? We always seem to have gotten along without it.

The questioner was one of twelve people gathered close about three bridge tables which had been pushed together in front of the sofa for a chat and a bite to eat after an evening at cards. All of us were, perhaps, a little listless and tired.

The room was in the customary state of confusion caused by a party and the air was blue and heavy from the smoke of a hundred or more cigarettes that had been consumed in the course of the evening. I wondered if our hostess would object to my inevitable reply to this inevitable question about air conditioning. I decided finally that the abrupt question called for a few plain words.

"Why air conditioning?" I echoed. "Because, for one reason, each and every one of us here to-night has probably breathed in at least a thimbleful of dirt—just plain dirt—containing as many as five million germs and many irritants besides."

"My hostess moved uneasily, poor soul. I hastened to explain:"

"Of course, that is one's usual evening ration in this era of unconditioned air. No matter what kind of home one is in, big or little, in the north or in the south, our modern heating systems and modern decorative accessories make our houses producers of dry, irritating dust. Science has known for years that these dust particles and germs heavily tax the human system, particularly the respiratory organs, but only recently have air conditioning devices been made available for the home of moderate size. An air conditioner would have removed ninety-eight per cent of the filth from the air in this room tonight. The room would have been cooler in temperature, and—forgive me"—I said to my hostess—"more comfortable. The air now would be as clear as crystal and all of us even at this late hour would be more energetic."

These friends were typical Americans, wanting to know everything and ready to try anything once. They knew, of course, that I was a builder, and they had even visited houses of mine when they were in the process of construction. They had seen the mysterious equipment for manufacturing perfect climate and were eager to hear more about this new apparatus for the home.

"In wintry weather such as to-night," I went on, "twenty or fifty gallons of water a day must be evaporated into the air of a house to counteract the low humidity of cold air. As air is heated, moisture must be added. Air conditioning adds this water, cleans the air, heats it, and delivers it to all parts of the house. In summer it keeps up an air circulation, cools and de-humidifies the air,
and brings relief to those who suffer from respiratory afflictions such as hay fever.

"Anything that makes life better, happier, fuller becomes a home necessity. Air conditioning is the new necessity of the next decade. Homes without it will be obsolete."

My questioner turned to me again, remarking, "But it seems to me that it is still a luxury. Isn't it true that you have been putting air conditioning into mansions and not into modest homes such as most of us can afford?"

"That," I replied, "is due to the fact that people of means are always the first to accept new devices for the home. They can afford to indulge themselves before such articles get into quantity production and distribution. Three years ago, when my own home was under construction, the one air conditioning system on the market used gas as a fuel and cost nearly double the outlay for a good hot-water system of heating. We were obliged to abandon the air conditioning idea but have regretted it constantly ever since.

"A heating system is in operation only six months of the year but air conditioning systems can be used all the year round. A heating system heats and does nothing else. The new air machines not only heat but keep the air in motion, clean it, wash it, and moisten it. They save bills for cleaning, for decorating, and for the doctor."

"That seems true," said another, "but five homes are represented here in this group and none of them has such equipment. Are we to scrap our furnaces, boilers, and radiators, tear our houses apart, and go to the original heating installation expense all over again just to achieve this blissful ideal of pure air?"

"Not so long as American ingenuity exists," I replied. "Devices supplemental to existing heating systems are available at moderate cost and on time payment. These vary with requirements. A leading manufacturer of electric refrigerators has a substitute for a radiator which will 'turn on the cold' in summer and keep the air in motion, while in the wintertime it sends with sure control the proper amount of moisture into the air. When it is remembered that sixty per cent of our energy comes from the air, air conditioning really seems extremely important. We can live about forty days without eating but less than five minutes without breathing. And if you have ever seen people suffering with asthma on moist days or with hay fever when the air is pollen laden, you will realize the boon any equipment that filters and washes the air becomes.

"Other systems supplemental to house heating overcome the lack of cleanliness, humidity, and circulation by forcing conditioned air through ducts leading to and from the various rooms. The machine is housed in the cellar. It cooperates with the furnace by automatic control. In our house which has 800 feet of hot-water radiation, a recent bid for installation for such a machine was less than $500 and installment payment was offered. "This type of machine has an air circulating system which works as follows: The used air is taken out of the principal rooms through attractive grilles of oak set in the floor. It is drawn down to the machine in the cellar where it passes through several thicknesses of copper wool which sift out the dirt. A blower creates the current and delivers the air to a spray chamber where fine atoms of water, and, in some machines, a sort of scrubbing board, wash out the remaining dirty, irritating particles. Back to the rooms the sifted, washed, and scrubbed air goes through a second series of ducts terminating in grilles set into the walls. The ideal wall grille has vertical slats like a shutter so that the flow of air can be guided and directed to one side or the other. A grille without arrangement for 'steering' is a nuisance. Air should flow along the natural pathways of a room and not directly at chairs or beds.

"Conditioned air from any of these machines carries the fragrance and purity so noticeable after a summer shower. The head clears, life seems brighter, and tasks are not so bothersome."

The bridge party ended and the guests scurried through the cold for their cars.

"What a wonderful night," exclaimed one, looking up to the sky. "It's God's air making you feel that way," another suggested.

But even God's air in a city like Pittsburgh delivers three tons of soot a month on each acre of that city. Other communities are as bad or almost as bad. Absolutely pure air may, in another generation, be found only in those conditioned homes of the future which scientists and manufacturers are already planning for.

The domestic machines for air-conditioning available to-day are prefected in all requirements save in the refrigeration unit. The installation and maintenance of refrigerating units are still too costly for small homes. But even this difficulty is being solved and the machines of to-day are designed so that the refrigeration unit can be included when it is perfected. For the present we must be content with the fact that the air circulation cools a home better than a fan cools a room.

With a refrigerating unit for a single room already economically available, the first step has been made. Refrigeration for the whole house will soon follow.

In fact, air conditioning has come with such a rush that it recalls the early days of radio. The fundamentals have been discovered and successfully built during years of experiment. The methods in use to-day vary; they always will but air conditioning is here to stay.
Goodies from the Cookie Jar

**Marguerites**
These are old fashioned, but still quite the nice thing to serve with afternoon tea, for unexpected guests. Add one fourth cupful sugar to the beaten white of one egg. Spread thickly on saltines and decorate with finely chopped nuts. Brown in slow oven.

**Chocolate Cocoanut Cookies**
Whip the whites of three eggs until stiff. Add slowly one half lb. powdered sugar, one half cupful cocoa, one tablespoonful flour, and two teaspoonfuls vanilla. Mix, then stir with one half pound cocoanut. Drop from a spoon on greased tins and bake at about 425° for twelve to fifteen minutes. This recipe makes about three dozen. These are best stored in tin as a soft center improves their tastiness.

**Date Bars**
Beat two eggs and add one cupful sugar, one half teaspoonful salt, two table­spoonfuls water, one teaspoonful vanilla, and one cupful flour. Mix. Add one cupful nuts chopped coarse, and one cupful dates, cut up. Spread in a greased pan. Bake twenty to thirty minutes at 450°. When cold cut in squares and roll in confectioner’s sugar.

**Cherry Macaroons**
Grind fine one cupful blanched almonds and rub to a paste with one cupful sugar. Add the whites of three eggs, unbeaten, and one fourth pound of candied cherries, cut fine. Mix. Drop from spoon on greased tin. Garnish each cookie with a candied cherry. Bake at 375° for about twenty minutes—until firm. Store in tin.

**Marshmallow Wafers**
These are easy to make for unexpected company. Use round salted soda crackers. Spread thickly with peanut butter and place a marshmallow on each. Bake in a moderate oven just long enough to melt and brown the marshmallow. These may also be decorated with candied cherries.

**Peanut Crunches**
Nothing could be simpler to make or easier to eat. Buy a pound of the small Spanish peanuts, salted. These have the brown skins on. Place in a strainer and shake to remove as much of the salt as possible. Grind, using a medium knife on your food chopper. Add a cupful of sugar, one tablespoonful flour, and moisten with beaten egg. It will take two large or three small eggs. Drop from a spoon on a greased pan and bake at 425° for twelve to fifteen minutes. This recipe makes about three dozen. These are best if stored in paper boxes as their crispiness distinguishes them. They will keep indefinitely.

**Fudge Bars**
Melt one third cupful butter and add one cupful sugar, one fourth teaspoonful salt, 1 cupful cocoa, one beaten egg, 1 cupful milk, and 1 cupful flour sifted with 1 teaspoonful baking powder. Add 1 teaspoonful vanilla and 1 cupful chopped nuts. Spread in a square pan and bake 20 to 30 minutes at 425°.
T he location lent itself admirably to our desires—an acre of sub-irrigated land on the bench of a lofty hill overlooking a mountain-locked farming valley in the northern part of Idaho. There are huge, twisted fruit trees, and wild shrubs in profusion.

The location lent itself admirably to our desires—an acre of sub-irrigated land on the bench of a lofty hill overlooking a mountain-locked farming valley in the northern part of Idaho. There are huge, twisted fruit trees, and wild shrubs in profusion.

This house of ours is an experiment in building on what is commonly regarded as an impossible minimum. However, we evolved a definite plan, both of design and detail, which adjusted itself quickly to the definitions imposed by the sum at our command. Our original thesis was that an artistic and unusual home could be erected for the smaller outlay which is possible to most of us. Also that it was not necessary to build the orthodox, uninteresting small house that one sees on every hand. Nor did we feel it altogether essential that we follow any definite and established style of building.

The house itself is "T" shaped, the longer wing containing the living room and the converse wing, the dining room and kitchen below, the bedroom and bath upstairs. The latter being reached by an open stair and balcony at one end of the story-and-a-half living room. The outside of the house presents an interesting appearance of stability and fitness. Covered with shakes and stained only with linseed oil, it nestles in with the brown of the tree trunks; the green of roof loses itself in the foliage while white casements and trim add a rural neatness that offers a genuine welcome.

It was necessary to figure a bit in order to preserve a lowness of appearance and express the tendency of the ground, a slight slope. Therefore, we sunk the back wing eighteen inches below the living room wing and by adjusting the ceiling heights of the first floor to seven feet, eight inches and the bedroom floor to seven feet, six inches, we were able to make the

The large studio type casement window is an interesting feature of the living room. In the face of the fireplace are inserted three picturesque Don Quixote tiles, while above the mantel a small niche holds an antique ivory Madonna.
It's really fun to

DESIGN YOUR OWN FLOORS

by WINNIFRED FALES

More and more we are learning to express our own tastes and personalities in our homes, instead of following fashion's whims or copying the rooms of long dead personages from the other side of the world. At last we are beginning to realize that our constitutional right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness entitles us to decorate and furnish in accordance with our own preferences—and prejudices! That we need not feel ashamed to choose simple furniture of maple, pine, or fruitwoods if we honestly prefer it to the formal elegance of mahogany; that there is no compulsion to accept Modernism as our guiding star if our temperament happens to be Queen Anne or Early American. And we have discovered the magic of color as an aid to individuality in home decoration.

But with all our joyous adventuring in self-expression, we have overlooked one glorious opportunity. Our floors, for the most part, are still as dully conventional as in the early years of the century when the nameless and invisible fashion makers decreed that the surface under foot should be all but invisible, and a rising tide of neutrality inundated American homes, depositing a rug of melancholy taupe or brown upon virtually every floor from Maine to California.

Granting that Modern Art is not for every one, nevertheless there is this valuable lesson it can teach us; namely, that floors may be interesting and even decorative without the loss of that "background" quality which we have been taught to regard as their first and most important attribute.

If you are one to whom the smell of paint and turpentine is more delectable than all the sweet perfumes of Araby the blest—and there are such—you will be likely to adopt this medium for the expression of your creative urge, and may perhaps find inspiration in the newly revived art of stenciling. If you have the ability to create your own designs, by all means do so, either cutting them yourself, or employing a professional stencil cutter to do the work. But if not, do not despair! By means of different arrangements and color combinations, any number of original decorations can be created with stock stencils, which are available in great variety at a cost ranging from a few cents to a dollar or two. These may be applied in all-over effects; as scattered motifs, corner designs, or borders; and in black, white, silver, gold, or colors. The floor itself may be stained or finished "natural," or surfaced with a plastic composition, or with plain linoleum. Again, a painted floor in plain or spattered finish may form the foundation. A modern innovation is to paint the entire floor in stripes two feet or more wide, either in graduated tones of a single color, or in similar tones of two or several colors. This treatment does not require the addition of a stencil, and of course presupposes Modern furnishings.

A newer type of decoration, offering greater permanence, is not unlike the centuries-old process of wood inlay. Designs are cut from linoleum in one or more colors, and inset in plain, marbleized, or jaspé linoleum floors. While the actual installation is better done by professionals, you may have a free hand in the planning, since the flexibility of this medium lends itself to any sort of design which is reasonably bold and simple.

Here again you may choose, if you prefer, from a goodly number of ready made insets, including such conventional devices as the star and shield. For the sea lover there is a jolly little Viking ship, while for the delight of the nursery, Mother Goose has contributed a number of cherished friends.

These and other designs are already assembled on plain backgrounds, so that one has only to cut a square opening in the floor covering, tuck the inset into place, and cement it down.

One of the newest and most diverting ideas is equally applicable to the nursery floor, or to that of the game room—often a remodeled basement—which is becoming a feature of so many homes. Here the inset decorations take the exciting form of giant gameboards for checkers, parchesi, or backgammon, or of layouts for shuffleboard or hopscotch. Dominos or similar devices often form a border or are scattered about at random. Actual games can be played, using huge, specially made counters, and the innovation is both practical and amusing.

If you have a hobby which can be expressed pictorially, by all means let it dictate
your floor design. Fishing, yachting, golfing, skiing, hunting—these and many others suggest effective treatments. The devoted gardener may design an arrangement of favorite flowers for each corner, connecting them with garlands of ribbon, or with the narrow liners which come ready cut in several colors. The jungle and the barnyard may contribute their quota of wild or domestic beasts and fowls. On the nursery floor, the lion and the lamb, or the cat and the dog lie down together in perfect amity.

For the room with period tendencies (and none of today's rooms have more than a tendency—strictly "period" rooms having very properly been consigned to the museum) an appropriate motif, such as the Napoleonic bee, Adam medallion, swags of fruit, the lyre, or the classic urn or laurel wreath, may be introduced with pleasing effect. Or a theme may be enlarged from an upholstery fabric or the wallpaper. It is of course important not to overdo this form of decoration, for even a silhouette of one's pet Scottie ceases to charm when repeated ten or fifteen times about the room. With strictly conventional designs, such as the urn or shield, a symmetrical arrangement usually gives best results; but less formal motifs—a ship, for example, or a human or an animal figure—may be used singly and placed in the one spot where added emphasis will improve the room composition; say, before the hearth or a large sofa, or in a wide archway.

Lower in cost than the decorative insets are the ready-cut liners and border strips which contribute effective color contrasts and permit the planning of special combinations and spacing to suit the individual room. A patterned floor is made infinitely more interesting by a plain border, often of black marbleized linoleum, and such borders are valuable aids in establishing harmony between floors of unlike design in rooms connected by an open archway. Added interest may be obtained by inserting one or two liners of a different color a few inches inside of the border.

A little ingenuity will suggest other ways of arranging bands and liners. In a living room recently seen, red lining strips marked off a plain tan floor into two-foot squares; in another home a striped effect was worked out with three-foot bands of marbleized terra cotta alternating with three-inch strips of plain black.

A still newer medium for the execution of original designs is afforded by a new type of carpet which is laid together in breadth without sewing. The pile along the edges of adjoining breadths meshes together, giving the effect of a seamless carpet, and it is this meshing property which makes it possible to cut figures from carpet of one color and insert them in corresponding openings cut in a floor covering of a different and usually darker hue. The effect is precisely that of having a rug or carpet woven to order to carry out an original design. The eagle and wreath decoration shown in one of the accompanying illustrations was executed in the manner described, and would be particularly at home in a room with Empire or Federal "leanings."

A little more restraint on the part of the designer is necessary when planning insets of carpet than when the decorative medium is paint or linoleum. Fine details and elaborate curlicues are to be avoided.
If I were decorating

AN ENGLISH BEDROOM

in a small home

by LURELLE GUILD

Are you one of those people who writhes in agony at the thought of doing over your own bedroom just because you hearken back to your early youth and behold a kaleidoscopic nightmare of a high carved dark Victorian bed followed by an enameled white iron and brass gadget affair mingled indiscriminately with golden oak and artificially grained pine? It was not so long ago that “decorative” ambitions were confined entirely to the first floor rooms and bedrooms were “hit or miss” affairs.

Comfort and conveniences for practical everyday life are the chief essentials in making the master bedroom a complete success. It is only natural that just as a piece of period furniture of good taste is never out of style we see a distinct trend to the period styles for the bedroom. We hope when we plan the master bedroom to achieve an effect that will be just as attractive twenty years from now as it was when first arranged, and it is for that reason the furniture of the Jacobean period was selected, just to get away from the commonplace, all too familiar types, and to gain that quality of simple elegance that the richness of carved decoration, the warmth of the wood, and the sturdiness of line and construction produces.

This style has also to its everlasting favor a character that appeals distinctively to the masculine head of the household far more than the be-ruffled, lighter styles. But at the same time, its wealth of refined detail will flatter any woman.

With certain minor details changed, any room may be made a fairly sincere background for authentic Jacobean pieces. A small detail which enhances the character of the room is the rough plaster wall. This was obtained by using a thin coat of
plastic paint applied with a trowel on top of the original wall, not too obvious but just sufficiently to give the appearance of the old plaster walls of the Tudor period. The windows of casement type so true to the period are made in an assortment of sizes that are bound to fit into your requirements, and they do add to the atmosphere amazingly.

The fireplace consists of a carved oaken beam resting on stone blocks with plaster chimney breast while the hearth is simply broken flagstones. Andirons and screen are of wrought iron in keeping with the fireplace. The twin beds are of walnut with linen fold panels and sunburst motifs carved deep on head and foot boards with dignity and beauty. The high chest of drawers or chifforobe matches the beds and is essentially masculine.

For the mistress of the household there is a dressing table adapted from a console table of the Tudor period with an attached mirror framed in inlaid tortoise shell. For ample lighting we placed a pair of small wrought-iron lamps on either side of the dressing table. Their quaint glass chimneys and simple bases are a touch of the old in a purely modern convenience, and they give sufficient light to please the most exacting and com­pliment her hair dress or new gown.

At the windows we used a plain heavy net with simple rods that set unobtrusively into the reveal. Framing the bay and hung on an arrow-pointed iron pole we draped heavy velvet in a deep Burgundy red and caught it back with graceful folds on a pair of brass star tie-backs. To enhance the richness of the velvet as a material we allowed a very full length for the curtains that permitted them to fall in billowing folds upon the floor. The deep wine-red color is most apropos and adds notably to the almost regal elegance of the room. To harmonize and yet contrast with the curtains the beds were covered with counterpanes of coarse corn-colored linen finished with a four-inch hem of dull, dark blue. The extra blankets in dull blue repeated this note of color while the carpet carried out the tone of the bedspreads in its deep, warm shades of golden tan.

UNDER one window was placed a carved chest that serves not only as a convenient seat but an excellent place for storing extra pillows and blankets and preserving them from the depredations of moths. If you have ever had a blanket chest in your bedroom we feel certain that you will insist on one in each bedroom when you redecorate. They seem to be the simplest answer to the problem of storing blankets.

A comfortable group of chair, stool, and floor lamp balances the chest at the opposite side of the fireplace. The lamp is of half polished iron trimmed with shiny but antiqued brass bowl and knobs. The base with a shaped plate and ball feet is distinctly different from the average floor lamp. The chair and stool are upholstered in dull colored, serviceable mohair that will withstand an unbelievable amount of wear and tear and even becomes lovelier in color as the years pass.

Over the mantel is hung a framed reproduction of an early map, colorful and decorative with its humorous misconceptions of the period faithfully portrayed. A center fixture of wrought iron in decorative shape with two candle lights completes the room.


For an English bedroom boasting a fireplace this well-designed fireside bench would be found very useful. (L. & J. G. Stickley, Inc.)

It is ideal to have a chest in each bedroom for holding the blankets used there. (Habitant Shops, Inc.)

A little night table is almost a necessity in any bedroom. (Grow and Cuttle)

Sturdy construction and designed with the linenfold and intricate carving typical of the Jacobean style, this bed would fit admirably into an English bedroom. It may be obtained in solid oak or walnut. (Kittinger Co.)
For cleaning rugs, pillows, curtains, etc., this fall

**TRY SOAP AND WATER**

and save money

by MARION M. MAYER

At this season of the year when the household is being subjected to its periodic renovation the careful housekeeper goes over her possessions sending rugs, pillows, blankets, and numerous other miscellaneous articles away for professional cleaning. Some are dry cleaned; some are merely washed—but up, up, up goes her cleaner's bill. It takes but a little courage and some understanding of the nature of these various fabrics to attempt their cleaning at home and, aside from the economy involved, there is great satisfaction in knowing that they are really thoroughly clean.

In doing any special laundering at home one of the first essentials is to test the color of the fabric for fastness. This can be done by immersing a small section in warm water or, as in the case of a rug, rubbing over a small area with a cloth dipped in warm water. If there is any suspicion of the color bleeding don't apply anything further—better send the article away for dry cleaning. As an extra precaution for those things which you feel are color fast select a soap which will not be injurious to colors.

Curtains—net, silk, and cretonne—have always been with us and their laundering is, of course, an old story but glazed chintz, since its renewed popularity, has presented a new problem. The point here is to preserve the glaze, hence curtains of this type should not be immersed like others. Shake the curtain or brush it to remove all loose dust, then spread it on a flat surface—preferably a large table—and wipe over a small area at a time with an absorbent cloth wrung until it is almost dry out of a warm, soapy solution. This is made quickly by dissolving some good mild soap in flake or granular form in warm water and swishing up suds. Go over the surface again with another soft cloth wrung until nearly dry out of clear warm water. Work fairly rapidly so as not to dampen the fabric any more than necessary. At all times keep the curtain as smooth as possible for wrinkling tends to crack the finish. If necessary, press it with a moderately hot iron on the right side.

A similar method may be followed in washing rugs. Small scatter rugs may be placed on a table, while room-size rugs may be left on the floor provided sufficient paper or other material is placed underneath as a protection to the floor. Soap in jelly form is most satisfactory for rugs. This is made by dissolving a considerable amount of soap in a small amount of hot water and allowing it to cool. Apply the jelly to the rug with a small bristle brush and rub in a circular motion. The excess suds may be scraped off with a pancake turner or any flat, blunt device. Then the soap must be rinsed off very thoroughly by mopping over with a cloth wrung from clear warm water. It is essential that all the soap be rinsed off otherwise the rug will become sticky. Try not to get the back of the rug wet. As a final treatment go over the surface with a dry cloth to absorb all excess moisture. If the rug is left on the floor it must not be stepped on until it is perfectly dry.

Rag rugs and other fabric rugs which do not have a stiff back may be immersed in a tub or, better still, washed in an electric washer. Bed pillows also come in the class of "specials" and are really not as difficult to handle as one might suppose. It is quite possible to wash a pillow intact in an electric washer or, if that is not available, in a good-sized wash tub. To do a more thorough job, however, the feathers should be removed and washed separately from the tick. Open one end of the tick and over this put the open end of a large muslin bag or a pillow case. By working carefully the feathers may be transferred to the bag and then the bag opening should be sewed up. Both the tick and the feathers are now ready for tubbing. The soil on a pillow consists principally of natural body oil and perspiration and hence plenty of soap flakes or granules should be used to work up the suds. If the pillow is particularly soiled one of the good naphtha soaps or granulated soap made especially for washing cottons and linens would no doubt facilitate the cleaning. Squeeze the suds through the bag of feathers and use a small stiff brush to scrub the ticking. If they are put into an electric washer allow about fifteen minutes for the operating period. Rinse at least three times in clear warm water. Hang the bag of feathers and the tick out in the sun to dry and during the drying process fluff up the feathers and change their position frequently. Select a clear windy day so that drying will be rapid. Replace the feathers in the ticking when thoroughly dry just as you removed them. If the ticking seems much lighter after it is washed it means that some sizing has been removed. This may be replaced, however, by applying a coating of starch to the inside, thus preventing the feathers from (Continued on page 257)
GAY, LITTLE LIGHTS FOR AUTUMN PARTIES

Make use of those Christmas tree ornaments that see service only once a year

by KATHARINE LAING

The problem of decorating is easily solved by the use of Christmas tree lights. Combined with crêpe paper they produce attractive effects.

To make a decoration for any occasion using your string of Christmas tree lamps, form roses out of crêpe paper, and place a lamp in the center of each. Bind green crêpe paper around the cord of the lamps, and make leaves out of the same green crêpe paper. Form this string of light-roses into a bouquet and place it in a glass bowl on a mirror (unframed) in the center of the table. The reflection of the lighted roses in the mirror makes a lovely centerpiece.

For a Hallowe'en party a very attractive table decoration can be made out of Christmas tree lights, pumpkins, and corn husks. Take your string of lights and push the socket of every other lamp up through the bottom of a small pumpkin. The open top of the pumpkin may be covered with orange crêpe paper, or tissue paper, or a nut cup may be placed in the open top of the pumpkin. Then over each alternating lamp, or those which do not have the pumpkins, place a corn husk so that the light shines through the husk. Then place this string of lights in the center of your table. Over the first lamp on the string will be a pumpkin, over the second lamp a corn husk, and so on. The result will be most attractive when the lamps are lighted.

For a Thanksgiving table decoration, place a bouquet of chrysanthemums in the center of the table. Encircle this flower vase with a string of red, amber, and yellow Christmas tree lights, and connect this string of lights to a convenience outlet. Now cover the string of lights with autumn leaves. The resulting color combination of the lights shining up through the autumn leaves is delightful.

A silver box of red poinsettias with hearts of light, makes a festive decoration for the Christmas table. To make the box, crush silver paper hard between the hands, then straighten it out. Paste it on the outside of a box and it will give a crinkled effect. (Continued on page 267)
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“SOAK DOWN that NEXT ROOF!”

All those who spend too much for heat, say “Aye!”

WHY can't we keep this house warm? It's an almost universal complaint. Usually the furnace is blamed. But wait—what are you expecting your furnace to heat?

Are you spending money to heat your roof, for instance—and the unused attic space below it?

If your upstairs bedrooms are warmer than your downstairs rooms on a hot summer day—you are. For where heat comes in, in summer, heat goes out in winter.

It is now easy to put an end to this condition in a few hours—without alterations, without disturbing the occupants of the house.

Workmen lead a hose from a truck up through a window into your attic. “Rock wool” is poured into a hopper on the truck, and blown through the hose.

The spaces between the joists, just above your top-floor ceiling, filled with this material—a blanket, 4 to 6 inches thick, completely covering the rooms you use.

“Rock wool”—light, wool-like fibres made from rock—is used in this process—a Johns-Manville development. It keeps heat inside in winter, outside in summer.

Thousands of home owners have found that this simple operation has made their houses uniformly comfortable the year 'round—with fuel savings ranging from 20 to 50%.

FIRE, with giant strides, leaping from roof to roof—this is the dread of firemen during every conflagration in a residential district.

Inflammable roofs—the stepping stones of a spreading fire. A roof—a spark—often this seemingly innocent combination begins the destruction. 33% of all residential fires start on roofs!

That's why fire chiefs in every section of the country enthusiastically endorse Johns-Manville Rigid Asbestos Shingles. They've learned from experience! If the fire chiefs had their way, inflammable roofs would be a thing of the past.

Yet your home is more important to you than it is to the fire chief. And you can do something about it. Give your possessions the protection of a J-M Asbestos Shingle roof!

It costs as little as $19.50 down for the average-size house, with the balance in small monthly payments over a year.

It's permanent. Made of asbestos fibres and Portland cement combined under pressure, no J-M Asbestos Shingle has ever worn out!

They're now offered in a wide variety of soft, blending shades, as well as the more conventional grays and browns. The local J-M dealer will show you samples. Ask him also to show you J-M Flexible Asphalt Shingles. Even lower in price, they are fire-resistant and durable.

He will gladly inspect your roof free, and give you any roofing information. If you are interested, he will also tell you about J-M Asbestos Wainscoting, with which you can modernize that dingy bathroom or kitchen for as little as $9.73 down.

If you don't know the name of the local J-M dealer, just address Johns-Manville, 41st Street and Madison Avenue, New York City.

Blowing “rock wool” between attic joists. The empty spaces in the walls can also be filled easily by this method—blanketing the entire house.

If you are interested, and unable to find the name of the Johns-Manville Home Insulation Contractor in your telephone directory, just address Johns-Manville, 41st Street and Madison Avenue, New York City.

You can put on a Fireproof roof of Johns-Manville Asbestos Shingles

for as $19.50 down

A YEAR TO PAY
Cross-word puzzles, Mah Jong, and Ask Me Another games have given place this year to other contests. Unlike the other brain teasers there's money in this contest! Can you solve the problems indicated on this page and win a 25-dollar cash prize?

**The Handwriting On the Wall—Or on the Shelf! What's behind that question—**

**Will You Tell Us Why?**

THE FACTS ARE THESE:

*The American Home* in four brief years has become a household necessity for more than a quarter of a million home-making Americans. Not only have we told hundreds of thousands how to build, how to garden, and how to decorate their homes but, in response to a general demand to produce a magazine that is a compendium of home-making knowledge, we have broadened our editorial policy to cover every need and interest of an American family.

Our advertising pages, which round out and illustrate our editorial program, have necessarily kept pace. Next month we open our columns to our first food advertising and, to call attention to this consummation of a steady four-years' development, *The American Home* Advertising Department is conducting this prize contest for our readers who have assisted us so loyally.

Why would you like to see food products advertised in *The American Home*? That's the question.

We'll give $25 in cash for the best letter telling us why food products will win your attention when they appear in *The American Home*’s advertising pages and on *The American Home* Pantry Shelf illustrated here.

Letters should run not more than 200 words. Address them to *The American Home Pantry Shelf*, Garden City, N.Y. The contest closes October 5th.
Milk Rice: I know it's baby's food, but I can't help it—I think it's the best thing in the world.

You sugar your milk, and put a little stick of vanilla into it to boil with it. You may remove when it is ready, you put a little piece of fresh butter into it and let it melt.

You take strawberries—raspberries will do but strawberries are better, and best of all are wild ones. You mash them, add sugar, and then you slowly pour some cream over the mixture, stirring it meanwhile until it is smooth and creamy. You put it on ice and you serve it steaming hot milk rice with ice-cold strawberry sauce.

Speaking of milk rice reminds me of a story. My story consists of a very long preface and a short little nothing of a point. It takes place in Germany—1916. There was no milk rice then; there was no milk, no rice, no sugar, no butter, no food at all. Milk rice—that was only a thing to dream of. But because I had had a baby, and had been brave and good and was still very weak and the baby was to be christened, and because sometimes miracles happen and because my friends wanted to make a festival for me, they scraped together milk and rice and sugar and butter to give me a milk rice party. I was excited for three days in advance and, when the great moment arrived, I was happily and expectantly at the table, my friends around me to see how I was going to like the milk rice. At that time I had a nurse—a faithful old pearl, Lisbeth—and she was to fix the milk rice. The pearl Lisbeth fixed the milk rice—the pearl Lisbeth served it. The milk rice looked all right, but it smelled wrong and it tasted terrible.

Well, that was the long preface. Now comes the short point. "Lisbeth," I said, almost in tears, "but the milk rice is burnt." "Well, what of it?" the pearl Lisbeth replied in tranquil amazement. "Milk rice is always burnt, isn't it?"

Since then I know what life is all about. The journey that is spoiled by rain, the famous man who is so disappointing, the new dress that is so unbecoming, the success that leaves one feeling that life has spoiled all, the divorce after the week-end trip, the hangover after the dance, the cold of excessive anticipation, all this comic, tragic, matter-of-course imperfection in everything and everything:

Well, what of it? Milk rice is always burnt, isn't it?
CAST—iron cooking utensils are now finished in chromium which makes them impervious to rust or stain. The skillet shown above is so finished, and has a self-basting, cast-iron, chromium-finished cover which is practical and durable, as well as good looking. There is a wide range of prices and sizes, the No. 8 skillet shown being $1.90, the cover $1.75. From House Furnishing Department, John Wanamaker, New York City.

CAST-iron cooking utensils are now finished in chromium which makes them impervious to rust or stain. The skillet shown above is so finished, and has a self-basting, cast-iron, chromium-finished cover which is practical and durable, as well as good looking. There is a wide range of prices and sizes, the No. 8 skillet shown being $1.90, the cover $1.75. From House Furnishing Department, John Wanamaker, New York City.

AFAID of fire in the home? Who isn't? Well here's a precaution no householder will want to be without. It is a "Firemaster," a perfectly sealed extinguisher whose contents will never evaporate. It is 10½ inches long, filled with carbon tetrachloride which is non-injurious to fabrics, safe to use on electrical fires, and especially effective on gasoline or oil fires. The first turn of the handle breaks the seal. Non-refillable. Fine for motors. $2.50 from Firemaster Company, 682 Sixth Avenue New York City.

AFAID of fire in the home? Who isn't? Well here's a precaution no householder will want to be without. It is a "Firemaster," a perfectly sealed extinguisher whose contents will never evaporate. It is 10½ inches long, filled with carbon tetrachloride which is non-injurious to fabrics, safe to use on electrical fires, and especially effective on gasoline or oil fires. The first turn of the handle breaks the seal. Non-refillable. Fine for motors. $2.50 from Firemaster Company, 682 Sixth Avenue New York City.

THE Clay Sunshine Drier (below) has many advantages, which include a galvanized rust-proof centerpost, exceptionally durable arms of Norway pine with a bright finish, and extra-strong flat steel braces of finished black enamel. The line itself is 135 feet long, and is made of long fibre, twisted cotton. The drier turns in the breeze, allowing each piece of clothing to get the full rays of the sun. The drier is collapsible for storage when not in use. $15.00 express prepaid from the factory. Clay Equipment Corporation, Cedar Falls, Iowa.

THE Clay Sunshine Drier (below) has many advantages, which include a galvanized rust-proof centerpost, exceptionally durable arms of Norway pine with a bright finish, and extra-strong flat steel braces of finished black enamel. The line itself is 135 feet long, and is made of long fibre, twisted cotton. The drier turns in the breeze, allowing each piece of clothing to get the full rays of the sun. The drier is collapsible for storage when not in use. $15.00 express prepaid from the factory. Clay Equipment Corporation, Cedar Falls, Iowa.

Any of these articles can be ordered by sending a check or money order to the firm names given below. For any further information write Diana North
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SCIENTIFIC research often finds labor saving ideas in small things. For instance, here is an electric iron that has its handle at an angle found to be the least fatiguing for the user. In addition to this new and excellent feature it has a built-in safety switch and a sponge rubber grip. The finish of the iron is all chrome, and there is a guaranteed cord and an unbreakable rubber plug. Price $7.75. Lewis & Conger, 78 West 45th Street, New York City.

SCIENTIFIC research often finds labor saving ideas in small things. For instance, here is an electric iron that has its handle at an angle found to be the least fatiguing for the user. In addition to this new and excellent feature it has a built-in safety switch and a sponge rubber grip. The finish of the iron is all chrome, and there is a guaranteed cord and an unbreakable rubber plug. Price $7.75. Lewis & Conger, 78 West 45th Street, New York City.

Lost your temper opening jars? Uneconomic and unpleasant. No need for you to do so any longer. There's a device that takes the tops off as easily as falling off a log. A twist of the handle and off they go. It is heavily nicked and has an enamel handle riveted on. These top removers cost fifty cents each from Home Gadgets Company, 200 Fifth Ave., New York City.

LOSE your temper opening jars? Uneconomic and unpleasant. No need for you to do so any longer. There's a device that takes the tops off as easily as falling off a log. A twist of the handle and off they go. It is heavily nicked and has an enamel handle riveted on. These top removers cost fifty cents each from Home Gadgets Company, 200 Fifth Ave., New York City.

A NOVEL bath spray with which you may focus the stream of water where you want it has the happy name of "Showers." It gives a brisk, stinging shower, or a gentle shampoo. Can be hung on any bathroom fixture easily, and packs into a small space. Tubing in four colors: white, blue, green, and rose, with chromium plated spray head. Rubber adaptor fixture for modern faucets. With adaptor $1.25; without it, $1.00. Send check or money order to The Baby's Spray-Tray Company, 505 Court St., Brooklyn, New York, or may be purchased at leading department stores.

A NOVEL bath spray with which you may focus the stream of water where you want it has the happy name of "Showers." It gives a brisk, stinging shower, or a gentle shampoo. Can be hung on any bathroom fixture easily, and packs into a small space. Tubing in four colors: white, blue, green, and rose, with chromium plated spray head. Rubber adaptor fixture for modern faucets. With adaptor $1.25; without it, $1.00. Send check or money order to The Baby's Spray-Tray Company, 505 Court St., Brooklyn, New York, or may be purchased at leading department stores.

SHUR-LOCs safeguard children from falling out of windows and protect the family in general as entrance from the outside is impossible. Shur-Locs are placed directly beneath the upper window sash with extension bars set against the window runways and locked into place. They may easily be unlocked and removed when desirable, and, as no bolts, screws, nails, etc. are used there is no damage to paint or woodwork. Each window guard made to order. Information and demonstration if desired, from Shur-Loc Window Guard Corporation, 216 East 26th St., New York City.
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This newly-designed Cine-Kodak Eight holds 25 feet of 16-mm. film, but quadruples the number of images recorded, taking on this short length enough pictures to run four minutes on the screen, equal to the projection of 100 feet exposed in other cameras using 16-mm. film. This is the lightest, smallest home movie camera with a film capacity for four minutes' projection, and the special 25-foot rolls of film have a fine-grained panchromatic emulsion coating that assures a clear, sparkling screen image. The price of the camera is only $29.50; complete outfit of camera and projector $52.00. The film is $2.25 a roll. Eastman Kodak Company; for sale at all Kodak stores.
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IN COUNTESS WAYS

She Creates Your Comfort

We wonder, reader, if in your traveling about you have ever been aware of how much the lesser employees of a hotel contribute to the total of your comfort?

You have undoubtedly seen a Statler maid* moving down the hall with her supply cart, tapping gently on some doors, moving softly away from those behind which guests still sleep. Perhaps you have actually watched one at her work. If you have, you have surely thought, "I should like to have as a servant in my house."

For these Statler maids are dear... and for a reason. They're taught! They have a routine to follow that eliminates all waste motion and insures every job being done. It puts order in their work of picking up papers, making beds, running the vacuum cleaner, dusting, and replacing soiled towels and used soap.

Let's look in a room. Here is one where the maid is about to make the bed. See, she turns the inner-spring hair mattress, adjusts it on the deep box springs, smooths out the mattress protector, spreads the quilted pad. Then she puts on the sheets—snowy white sheets that smell so clean and fresh. Then the soft blankets. She fluffs the down pillows and covers the immaculate inner-slip with outer cases and lays them in their place. Now she takes the spread and covers all, tucks all in, gives the bed a final pat or two, and steps back to survey her work.

She's proud of that bed. She knows how good a bed it is and how pleasant it's going to feel. She's made it well. She knows it's going to feel as pleasant as when you made it yourself. It's just as nice to slip into. She's glad it is. She's had a routine to follow that eliminates all waste motion, insures every job being done. It brings order into her work.

*73% of Statler stockholders are employees.
Beauty that lasts!

More window draperies fade out long before they wear out. And the sad part is that you can’t tell, until they’re bought, and made, and hung at your windows, whether you really got your money’s worth, or just made another big mistake. Don’t take chances. You don’t need to. When you buy draperies insist that they be Orinoka Sunfast, then you will have the assurance that you’re getting all you’ve paid for ... and more.

Attached to every bolt of Orinoka Sunfast Draperies is a tag with this unequivocal guarantee: If the color changes from exposure to the sun or from washing, the merchant from whom you bought the material (or made-up curtains) is hereby authorized to replace them with new goods, or to refund the purchase price.

We have a most interesting booklet of interiors, filled with timely suggestions, and profusely illustrated in color. May we send you a copy? It’s free. Just mail the coupon.

Orinoka SUNFAST DRAPERIES
COLORS GUARANTEED SUN AND TUBFAST

The Orinoka Mills
89 Madison Avenue, New York City
Gentlemen: I should like a copy of the free Orinoka booklet C-a

Name.
Street.
City.
State.

A—A fresh gay pattern of bright white flowers in natural garden colors on white glazed chintz would make any room attractive. Waverly Fabric, from F. Schumacher. The material is #8194, 50 inches wide, and costs 89 cents a yard. Other background colors are yellow, blue, and a slightly mottled tan. Chints Shop, R. H. Macy & Co.

B—This is a new fabric which is specially handsome and suitable for club or men's rooms where a sturdy material is needed. The design is called "Peonies," and is printed on semi-glazed linen. It comes also on semi-glazed chintz and on plain linen. It is 36 inches wide and costs $1.15 a yard. The color range is henna, green, eggplant, tete, yellow, tan, and brown. Waverly Fabrics, from F. Schumacher & Company.

C—A novelty just from the mill is this unusual Rodier design photographed on cotton duck. It comes in a range of green, red, rust, honey, blue, and brown. The fabric, #213505, is 36 inches wide, and costs 75 cents a yard. A Waverly Fabric, from F. Schumacher & Company.

D—The charm of old needlework is reproduced in "Valois," a beautiful 50-inch wide semi-glazed chintz on which the naive flowers and foliage are printed in rich, decorative colors on a range of backgrounds which include écru, green, buff, tête, natural, gold, and gingham. The number is 21101, and the price is 65 cents a yard. A Waverly Fabric, from F. Schumacher & Company.

E—A gorgeous Indian design excellent for use in decorating a boy's room is called "Navajo," and comes in a great variety of brilliant colors. The colors are all varied in each of the ranges, but the predominating ones run as follows: red, rose, and blue; green, orchid, and tan; orange, black, and green. The design shown has tan, scarlet, green, black, yellow, and blue in it. The fabric is #77557, 56 inches wide, and costs 25 cents a yard. From Marshall Field & Company, Chicago, Illinois.

F—A gay little sprinkled design on semi-glazed chintz would be charming with maple furniture and is named "Wakefield," which is taken from Washington's birthplace in Virginia. The design creates little clusters of roses which may be chosen on backgrounds of orange, lavender, green, natural, and eggplant. It also comes on taffeta rayon. It is 39 inches wide; the price is 55 cents a yard. From Marshall Field & Company, Chicago, Illinois. The number is 75857.

G—A jolly French Provincial check is 36 inches wide and comes in a range of five colors: green, yellow, rust, red, and brown. It may be glazed or plain, as you like, and the price is 65 cents a yard. The number is 200785, and the material is a Waverly Fabric, from F. Schumacher & Company.

H—A lovely, quaint pattern of bright garden flowers includes rambling sprays of the old-fashioned blossom which gives its name to this semi-glazed, chintz. It is "Campanula," and it may be chosen from a group of colored backgrounds which include peach, nature, black, orange, and green. The number is 41511, the width 39 inches, and the price 50 cents a yard. From Marshall Field & Company, Chicago, Illinois.

I—A very charming design new this fall is called "The Kingdom of Roses," and shows various delightful French scenes and people of the Napoleonic era. The colors are natural on various fresh tones of ivory, rose, green, eggplant, jade, parchment, and mille. #66459, 56 inches wide. In chintz $1.15; in linen $1.50. From F. Schumacher & Company.

J—A charming design adapted from an old Victorian document is called "Everleigh." It is semi-glazed, 55 inches wide, and may be bought with a choice of backgrounds which include Provincial red, seagreen, two tones of gray, old blue, gold, and eggplant. It is 35 cents a yard. Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, Illinois.

K—The charm of old needlework is reproduced in "Valois," a beautiful 50-inch wide semi-glazed chintz on which the naive flowers and foliage are printed in rich, decorative colors on a range of backgrounds which include écru, green, buff, tête, natural, gold, and gingham. The number is 21101, and the price is 65 cents a yard. A Waverly Fabric, from F. Schumacher & Company.

L—A charming design adapted from an old Victorian document is called "Everleigh." It is semi-glazed, 55 inches wide, and may be bought with a choice of backgrounds which include Provincial red, seagreen, two tones of gray, old blue, gold, and eggplant. It is 35 cents a yard. Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, Illinois.

M—A charming design adapted from an old Victorian document is called "Everleigh." It is semi-glazed, 55 inches wide, and may be bought with a choice of backgrounds which include Provincial red, seagreen, two tones of gray, old blue, gold, and eggplant. It is 35 cents a yard. Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, Illinois.

N—A charming design from an old Victorian document is called "Everleigh." It is semi-glazed, 55 inches wide, and may be bought with a choice of backgrounds which include Provincial red, seagreen, two tones of gray, old blue, gold, and eggplant. It is 35 cents a yard. Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, Illinois.

O—A charming design adapted from an old Victorian document is called "Everleigh." It is semi-glazed, 55 inches wide, and may be bought with a choice of backgrounds which include Provincial red, seagreen, two tones of gray, old blue, gold, and eggplant. It is 35 cents a yard. Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, Illinois.

P—A charming design from an old Victorian document is called "Everleigh." It is semi-glazed, 55 inches wide, and may be bought with a choice of backgrounds which include Provincial red, seagreen, two tones of gray, old blue, gold, and eggplant. It is 35 cents a yard. Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, Illinois.

Q—A charming design adapted from an old Victorian document is called "Everleigh." It is semi-glazed, 55 inches wide, and may be bought with a choice of backgrounds which include Provincial red, seagreen, two tones of gray, old blue, gold, and eggplant. It is 35 cents a yard. Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, Illinois.

R—A charming design adapted from an old Victorian document is called "Everleigh." It is semi-glazed, 55 inches wide, and may be bought with a choice of backgrounds which include Provincial red, seagreen, two tones of gray, old blue, gold, and eggplant. It is 35 cents a yard. Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, Illinois.

S—A charming design adapted from an old Victorian document is called "Everleigh." It is semi-glazed, 55 inches wide, and may be bought with a choice of backgrounds which include Provincial red, seagreen, two tones of gray, old blue, gold, and eggplant. It is 35 cents a yard. Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, Illinois.

T—A charming design adapted from an old Victorian document is called "Everleigh." It is semi-glazed, 55 inches wide, and may be bought with a choice of backgrounds which include Provincial red, seagreen, two tones of gray, old blue, gold, and eggplant. It is 35 cents a yard. Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, Illinois.

U—A charming design adapted from an old Victorian document is called "Everleigh." It is semi-glazed, 55 inches wide, and may be bought with a choice of backgrounds which include Provincial red, seagreen, two tones of gray, old blue, gold, and eggplant. It is 35 cents a yard. Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, Illinois.

V—A charming design adapted from an old Victorian document is called "Everleigh." It is semi-glazed, 55 inches wide, and may be bought with a choice of backgrounds which include Provincial red, seagreen, two tones of gray, old blue, gold, and eggplant. It is 35 cents a yard. Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, Illinois.

W—A charming design adapted from an old Victorian document is called "Everleigh." It is semi-glazed, 55 inches wide, and may be bought with a choice of backgrounds which include Provincial red, seagreen, two tones of gray, old blue, gold, and eggplant. It is 35 cents a yard. Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, Illinois.

X—A charming design adapted from an old Victorian document is called "Everleigh." It is semi-glazed, 55 inches wide, and may be bought with a choice of backgrounds which include Provincial red, seagreen, two tones of gray, old blue, gold, and eggplant. It is 35 cents a yard. Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, Illinois.

Y—A charming design adapted from an old Victorian document is called "Everleigh." It is semi-glazed, 55 inches wide, and may be bought with a choice of backgrounds which include Provincial red, seagreen, two tones of gray, old blue, gold, and eggplant. It is 35 cents a yard. Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, Illinois.

Z—A charming design adapted from an old Victorian document is called "Everleigh." It is semi-glazed, 55 inches wide, and may be bought with a choice of backgrounds which include Provincial red, seagreen, two tones of gray, old blue, gold, and eggplant. It is 35 cents a yard. Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, Illinois.
New chintzes and wall coverings

4—This stunning Early American wallpaper was copied from the original on the walls of an ancient house in Meredith, New Hampshire. The background is a rich, brilliant blue, with the laceleaf wreath in pure white, and the ambulatory couple in soft rose, gray, greens, and white. $1.70 a roll, from Thomas Strahan Company.

5—A wall covering with a washable, permanent oil finish shows a new design of pastoral scenes in tones of rose, green, and gold, with green trees and foliage on a background of soft tan. There is also a wide range of other color combinations, brown, blue, green, and white colored motifs on ground, gray on gray, and green and yellow on yellow. Salubra wall covering, $1.00 per single roll, from Frederic Blank & Co.

6—A gay and amusing wallpaper suitable for a nursery has a pale green background with na"ve and brightly colored flower baskets, windmills, and various fauna and flora from the In- nutiging world of Make Believe. #7452, 40 cents per roll. Mayflower Co.

7—A heavenly blue forms the background of this paper which is sprinkled with tiny gray-white figures, on which are spaced larger motes of delicate French pottery in soft gray and white. $1.52 per roll. It comes in green and rose on cream, two tones of grays on peach, taupe on cream, and several other combinations. M. H. Birge and Sons Wallpapers.

Setting your own stage

Continued from page 254

These materials are identical in form to-day to those employed many centuries ago; they still possess that charm of vigor and strength which warrants their use wherever they combine a structural or utilitarian purpose with a decorative function. In the modern home it is entirely appropriate for a sunporch to have its walls entirely of brick or stone if the house itself employs these materials, or to use either of them in completing the walls of a basement recreation room.

It is sometimes amazing to appreciate that so many of the materials used by our remote ancestors are still available for modern homes, and that the methods of employing these materials are literally unchanged. Many new materials, however, have been introduced; some of them producing totally new decorative effects; others producing traditional treatments at lower cost, and still others having familiar appearance but possessing qualities that make them more acceptable or less difficult to employ than the products they resemble.

Try soap and water

Continued from page 249

working through. The usual type of heavy ticking, however, will not require starching.

Blankets are most easily handled in an electric washer but if one is not available, a combination cup hand washing may be used. Either is really better for the blanket than washing by hand for it overcomes the temptation to rub—rubbing that makes the blanket hard and rough.

Wool, being an animal fiber, is easily affected by heat and chemicals so in preparing the water to which the blanket have the temperature lukewarm—not hot—and use only the soap and lukewarm water which you would select for your finest laundering. Work up plenty of suds before immersing the blanket. If the wash water becomes quite dark follow with a second washing in clean suds. Then rinse at least three times in clear warm water the exact temperature of the wash water. If the water in your locality is exceptionally hard the addition of borax to the rinse water will prevent the formation of a precipitate which is present in precipitate which, of course, would harden the blanket.

Do not twist the blanket to extract the water. Putting through a wringer with the rolls loosened a bit or whirling it in the extractor of an electric washer is the best treatment for it, but if you have neither simply squeeze out the water. Hang the blanket on a line with the weight of the blanket on a line with the weight of the weight evenly distributed on each side, and during the drying change its position once or twice. Better still, if you have a convenient撅 put the blanket over two lines for better circulation of air. For best results drying should be fairly rapid, so wait for a clear, windy day for the process and keep the blanket out of the sun. When it is completely dry brush up the nap with a soft bristle brush and the blanket is once again ready for service.
IT is unusual to find a wood basket that is both good looking and imperishable, but here is one which will withstand years of the hardest use and still be in fine condition, for it is made of sheet iron, with riveted handles and feet. It is 22" long and 12'' wide, and the handsome solid brass binding goes all around it, and forms the gracefully curved feet. Price $6.50 express collect. From H. Tuttman, 103 Allen St., New York City.

Here is a great bargain in a zipper-topped bag of soft, brown cowhide leather, lined with brown suede cloth and having an inside pocket and ring handles attached with strong tabs. The dimensions are 10" x 20" with a 10" height. The woman's over-night bag beside it is 9½" x 14", and is covered with a strong fabric which looks exactly like leather. It is lined with cream moiré and has three pockets and two strong bronze locks. There is a convenient mirror attached to the lid, and in the moiré-covered loops made to hold them are two crystal toilet bottles with gilt screw tops. This bag is $7.00, and the man's bag is $15.00. Either will be delivered free in the metropolitan district; outside that they will be sent express collect. Heath-er-Mathews Company, 411 Fiftieth Avenue, New York City.

These authentic old carriage lamps from Kentucky are black with the original old glass lenses, two green and one clear. They have German silver mountings and have hooks for hanging them direct to door frame or to posts. Price complete (express collect) with original candle, $8.50 per pair; wired for electricity, $10.00 per pair. E. C. Matthews, Old Kentucky Carriage Lamp Co., Jefferson County, Kentucky.

Delicate little handkerchiefs of fine linen are 9½" square, and may have any name you wish done in the border in that exquisite filet liné work in which the women of Porto Rico excel. Both the white handkerchiefs and the pastel colored ones are lovely and would delight any woman. A gift of six or a dozen would make a most acceptable Christmas gift, too. You may order the white or heavy aluminum-fueled metal—will last for years—burns paper, leaves, grass, garbage, etc. Lights at top—burns downward—requires no oil. Smoke cannot escape. Ashes removed from bottom after several burnings, and act as plant fertilizer..Solid garbage problem wherever disposal is a problem. No. 1 bushel, 1½ lb. boxed, wt. 60 lbs., price $15.95. No. 3 burlap, wt. 115 lbs., price $20.85. No. 4, 6, and 8 bushels, wt. 175 lbs., price $48.95. F. O. B. South Bend, Ind.

Lends Charm to the Boudoir

Just a touch—but these lamps transform an entire room.

Hobnail crystal glass bowl and cast brass base in pewter or yellow brass finish. Irish lace shade 8" diameter, comes in Orchid, Green, Pink, Blue, Peach, Yellow. Height overall 14¼. Price $7.50 per pair. In The Boulevard Shop, 141-66 Northern Blvd., Flushing, New York.

Yard Incinerator and Rubbish Burner

Write for catalogue A—showing assorted selection of coal baskets fire screens wood baskets fire tools and kinders. From the H. Tuttman Co., 103 Allen Street, New York City.
Shop Windows of To-day

We feel fortunate in being able to offer you this complete set of screen, andirons, and fireset for $25.75. The solid brass polished andirons, 22" tall, are $9.00 a pair. The three-paneled fire screen, of black square mesh, with a solid brass rim around each panel (the middle panel is 26" x 31" and each side panel 15" x 28") with tiny brass urns to match the fireset costs $10.50. The four-piece brass fireset consists of a stand 28½" tall, and a shovel, poker with an iron tip, and a pair of tongs all 27" long, all in polished brass, $8.50 complete. Express collect from ADOLPH SILVERSTONE, 21 Allen St., New York City.

The box at the left, a brilliant Chinese red, holds the three-piece set of screen, fireset, and iron tip, and a pair of tongs all 27" long, all in polished brass, $8.50 complete. Express collect from ADOLPH SILVERSTONE, 21 Allen St., New York City.

NEW CHRISTMAS CARDS and Charming GIFTS from Old Salem

Write at once for this free illustrated booklet from our Treasure House of Gifts in Salem. It pictures the most delightful greeting cards and unusual low-priced gifts.

Daniel Low & Co.
26 Essex Street
Salem, Mass.

Have You a Sense of Humor?

If so, we wish to have a stack of the fascinating "Humor" booklets. Just the thing for Homes, Estates, Farms, Camps.

$2.75 Postpaid and any name desired.

Equipment Supply Corporation
21 West 42nd Street
New York City
Illustrated circular free on request.

ENDS CALLOUSES

They Gently Fade Away

Gentle callous leaves little gift present on a black background. Reelved edges, will not tarnish, weatherproof, lasting. Just the thing for Homes, Estates, Farms, Camps.

ONLY $1.50 delivered

HOM Ed HATCHES DEPT. 11
200 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Ivy Wrought Iron Bracket

Ivy Wall Bracket of wrought iron 4½" wide, 12" high, with "Pit" in middle, balance either side — includes lovely gooseneck lamp, exclusive candle, without candles.

Lily J. Koebel
2518-33rd Street
Jackson Heights
Long Island

ANNOUNCE YOURSELF

with your name on a striking, attractive, and unusual design.

Genuine gold leaf letters on gift present on a black background. Reelved edges, will not tarnish, weatherproof, lasting.

Just the thing for Homes, Estates, Farms, Camps.

$2.75 Postpaid and any name desired.

(Assert stamp included).

Equipment Supply Corporation
21 West 42nd Street
New York City
Illustrated circular free on request.

WARM TOUCHES FOR FALL

Hammered Brass
COAL SCUTTLE
$6.50

Solid Brass
CANDLABRA
$3.50

Pair

Insure warmth and cheer for cold, dark winter evenings. The coal scuttle has a 13" opening and is 9½ high with movable handle. Candlebra stand 8½ high and is 3½ wide with attractive Lion design. Purchased separately $7.50 each.

Send for your copy of our new catalogue R 10 with courtesy new items at new low prices.

ADOLPH SILVERSTONE
Est. 1868—"Oldest Shop in Braustown"—
21 Allen Street
New York, N. Y.

Indiana's Finest Old-Time COUNTRY HAMS

Can Now Be Enjoyed by Fastidious People Everywhere

An Indiana farmer has gained National Farm, producing these delicious—tender —gently-smoked country hams. Such flavor! Such luxuriance! can not be purchased in stores. They are mildly sugar cured and hickory smoked in the good old-fashioned way, requiring weeks and weeks. They come to you direct from the farm. Sizes 12 to 16 lbs. Price 50c per lb. postage paid. Satisfaction or money refunded. Ready for delivery Nov. 1—Order early

RIVER BEND FARMS
Elkhart, Ind.
R. D. 1, Box 140

COPPER .. PEWTER .. IRON ..

Unusual!

No. MC983, With the fireplace coming back to its former glory, andirons like these are an obvious request to a well-planned home. These are of solid polished brass 12½" in height. Curved shanks. Express collect...

Pair $8.00

B. PALESHUCK
"The House of Metal Ware"
37 Allen Street
New York City
Catalog M27 on request (104 pages of suggestions)
It's planting time now for
BULBS TO GREET THE SPRING

by ROMAINE B. WARE

SPRING blooming bulbs serve both the beginner's and older gardener's garden because they can be depended upon to bloom. The trained gardener can hardly imagine a real planting without Narcissus, Tulips, and other early blooming bulbs. Yet remarkably few amateurs use them to any great extent.

There may have been some excuse for this in the past when prices were high but now things are different. Prices in most cases are about half what they were a few years ago, with some varieties a third or quarter the former list—and this in spite of the two hundred per cent increased import duty.

Spring blooming bulbs must be planted in the fall and only at this time can bulbs go into the ground. Success with bulbs demands they have opportunity to establish adequate root systems. These are grown between planting time and blooming season, but if you postpone planting, not only will the bulbs seriously deteriorate, but insufficient roots will produce poor blooms.

Narcissus, Crocus, bulbous Iris, Snowdrops (Galanthus), Snowflakes (Leucojum), and Winter Aconite (Eranthis) should be planted during September if possible. Tulips, Hyacinths, and Scillas go in later just as well. The difference in planting time depends upon habit of different species in starting root growth. The kinds in the first group above need an earlier start than the others.

Considering the many kinds of spring flowering, hardy bulbs from the amateur gardener's viewpoint, Narcissus are peculiarly satisfactory. True, the range of color is not extensive, but in the early season, nothing else adds such a bright splash to the complexion of the garden. There is sufficient variation in blooming time to spread the season six to eight weeks, or more. The tiny yellow cyclamen-flowered Daffodil (cyclamineus nanus), usually opens its elegant little bloom in February, and from that onward the display unfolds with waves of color for many weeks.

Few people even among garden enthusiasts appreciate the vast strides made in recent years by the cult of Narcissus growers in this country. Previous to 1927 almost no spring flowering bulbs were grown here, but to-day scores of growers are producing millions of bulbs, better than Holland ever produced.

Next to Narcissus and of practically equal importance come the Tulips. Darwin, Breeder, and Cottage Tulips are used in masses and drifts, in groups of a dozen, twenty-five or a hundred, to enliven the hardy border. Their brilliant bombs of color, held proudly aloft, are unquestionably the most vivid of our spring glories.

TULIPS lend themselves to the fascinating hobby of color schemes better than most other garden flowers. Their colors are clear and brilliant, height and blooming time can be depended upon with the greatest assurance, and they are so reasonable in cost, most any gardener can easily afford to plant them freely. Bronze Queen, Flamingo, Moonlight, Afterglow, Sireno, Dom Pedro and Lucifer are among the many varieties worthy of any garden.

There are, of course, scores of varieties more recently introduced, different from the older ones but not necessarily better which, due to demand and limited supplies, are more costly. Present conditions, however, have caused many of them to be offered quite reasonably. That marvelous and unusual new Parrot Tulip, Fantasy, priced $1.25 each in 1930 is now offered at dozen rates! It is a beautiful warm pink of the typical Parrot form but its stem is tall and strong.

Since the heyday of ornamental gardening, when beds of varied and intricate pattern adorned our front lawns, Hyacinths have not been really popular. Still they are too valuable to be overlooked in making our planting schemes. Their delightful fragrance, brilliant colors, and assured dependability warrant more general planting than recent years have accorded them. They should be grouped in the foreground of the hardy border in clumps of three to a dozen bulbs. Do not buy the large exhibition-size bulbs for garden planting as not only are they over-costly, but they do not hold up as well amid vicissitudes of spring weather. The smaller sizes may be had in first-class varieties this fall at bargain prices. This size is not recommended for indoor planting, however. The only difference between exhibition, bedding, and miniature Hyacinths is in the age of the bulb.

With the recent revival of Mid-Victorianism in home decoration, we may naturally expect a similar trend to invade the garden. As a setting for a formal Georgian house or even in the garden of a prim little cottage, trim formal beds of Hyacinths may be used.

No garden worthy of the name should ignore "lesser bulbs." In this grouping are found many of the most delightful gems of the bulb world and in the garden they are doubly welcome because of their early blooming. Crocus, Snowdrops, (Continued on page 264)

---

BULB PLANTING CHART

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KIND OF BULB</th>
<th>SOIL REQUIREMENTS</th>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>HEIGHT APPROXIMATES</th>
<th>PRICE PER BULB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tulips</td>
<td>Rich soil with good drainage</td>
<td>Bright colors</td>
<td>2-3 ft</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crocus</td>
<td>Similar soil</td>
<td>Various colors</td>
<td>1-2 ft</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narcissus</td>
<td>Rich loamy soil</td>
<td>Various colors</td>
<td>4-6 ft</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Continued on page 264]
The famous “Dreer Dozen” Roses
now offered at $7.50
(Specially prepared for fall planting)

This great collection of roses has been selling regularly for years at $1 each, $11 a dozen. To conform with the current trend of lower prices we now offer them to you at 75c each, $7.50 a dozen.

The “Dreer Dozen” has been carefully selected for those who wish a limited number of the best varieties that will produce extra choice flowers to cut throughout the season. All are strong, two-year-old, field-grown, dormant plants. Rose growers are becoming more and more in favor of fall planting.

Betty Uprichard. Pretty coppery-red.
Etoile de Hollande. The most popular brilliant red.
Miss Roseana Thom. Deep brilliant rose with gold suffusion.
Mrs. Jules Bouche. Splendid white.
Mrs. Henry Bouche. Splendid brilliant pink.
Red Radiance. Bright crimson.

Any of the above, 75c each, or $7.50 for the dozen, delivered to any point in the United States.

HENRY A. DREER
Dept. D
1306 Spring Garden Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NOW!
One more chance to buy Schling’s Quality Bulbs before the snow falls. At this season’s sensational low prices you can plant them plentifully and next Spring you will suffer no regrets! — for instance, this superb collection of

Spring-Flowering $9.00
Bulbs
That will give you continuous pleasure and bloom from earliest Spring to end of May—not only next year, but for years to come.

$5 Snowdrifts, bloom before the snow melts...
$1.50 Chalcedon Blue. (Glory of the Snow), lovely blue.
$1.75 Snowdrop Anemones, lovely white.
$1.25 Alvredston Aquatics.
$1.75 Earls of Spring.
$1.25 Silver Chimes.
$1.00 Snowdrop Daffodils.
$1.50 Etoile de Hollande.
$1.50 Miss Rowena Thom.
$1.75 Mrs. E. P. Thom. The best yellow.
$1.25 Talisman.
$1.25 Madame Mme. Jules Bouche.

Any of the above collections—1000 bulbs $3.50

100 Darwin Tulips $3.50
Choicest, first-size bulbs, sure to bloom, Schling’s Special Mixture made up especially for us from ten of the finest named varieties—not at all the ordinary field-grown mixture usually sold. A $6.00 value for only...

100 Daffodils and Narcissi for Naturalizing and Lawn Planting
Our Old Dominion Collection in choicest mixture of airy and medium Trumpets, Short cupped and lovely small varieties. All first quality bulbs grown in Virginia where their culture has flourished since Colonial days. These bulbs, being native, are fully acclimatized and none better can be grown anywhere. The supply will not equal the demand. Order at once.

$5.50
1000 bulbs (averaging $5.00 each)...

$42.00 value. —tor only___ O V

The above Collections — $10.50 Value

Very, Very SPECIAL! 4 of the above collections—1000 bulbs...

MAX SCHLING SEEDSMEN, INC.
501 Madison Ave.
New York City
A brilliant assortment of spring-flowering bulbs

For color and fragrance in your rock garden early next spring, plant Chionodoxa Luciliae, Muscari Botryoides Alba, Muscari Armeniacum, single, sweet-scented Jonquils, single Snowdrops and Scilla Sibirica.

Special Combination Offer—6 each of the 6 sorts, $1.75; 12 each of the 6 sorts, $3.25; 25 each of the 6 sorts, $5; 50 each of the 6 sorts, $11. All prices postpaid.

**Dreer's Sextet of Darwin Tulips**

Baron de la Touyve, vivid rose-pink, or Clara Butt, exquisite salmon-pink, $6 per doz., $4 per 100.

Farnsworth Salmon, with orange-scarlet: Clog pneumee, Yellow, the "Yellow Darwin," or Pride of Holland, old rose suffused with scarlet, 60c.

Roy. H. Eenthal, soft heliotrope, shaded lavender, 70c. per doz., $4.75 per 100.

Special Collections of six popular sorts—3 of each sort, 15 bulbs, 90c.; 6 of each sort, 36 bulbs, $1.75. 12 of each sort, 72 bulbs, $3.25; 25 of each sort, $50 bulbs. All prices postpaid.

**Dreer's Autumn Catalog**

contains a complete list of the Bulbs, Plants and Seeds which shall be planted in the fall, including specially prepared Roses. Write for free copy.

HENRY A. DREER

Dept. D

1306 Spring Garden Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The works of KIPLING never gather dust!

Children beg to hear Just So Stories and Jungle tales; time and again boys devout Captains Courageous and Soldiers Three; their dear, kind old elders read in his poems; short stories or novels.

How are they ever shed and conspicuous place in your library?

Double-day, Doran & Company, Inc.

---

**ROSES by PETERSON**

There are many proud advantages in planting roses in the fall. The experienced amateur and the professional both value and secure Peter's hardy, field-grown roses for fall planting to produce a greater profusion of bloom next year.

Send for our new issue of "A LITTLE BOOK ABOUT ROSES." Our 20th annual rose catalog. Send free of cost at The Rocky Mountains.

W. ATLEE BURpee CO.

152 North 10th St.


**The Flower Garden—Plant spring flowering bulbs...**

Roses planted in October in well-prepared beds will have a profusion of blooms in the spring. Put into the coldframe the plants to be wintered over... Now annual seeds and cover soil with screened, rotted manure. You will have flowers in the spring. Protect Chrysanthemums... Take up Gladiolus, Tuberose, Dahlia, and Cannas... Cut Straw-flowers and hang them up to dry in large piles. Place up compost material... Get in the last of the perennials before frost... Shrub beds should be in before it gets too cold... Take in plants to be wintered indoors... Use manure on flower beds... Give Peonies heavy dressing of manure.

**The Vegetable Garden—Transplant Lettuce to coldframe...** Also put in frames Cauliflower and Cabbage started in September... Harvest Peppers, Cucumber, and other hardy vegetables before frost. Beets, Carrots, Turnips, etc., may remain in the ground until the end of October... Blanch Endive. In late October put the only vegetables that can be planted are Rhubarb, Onion sets, and Asparagus... Dig Sweet-potatoes... Protect tender vegetables.

**Miscellaneous—Rake up bare spots in the lawn, dress with sheep manure, and give lawn plenty of new seed. Cut the lawn regularly up to the last possible moment... Order shrubs and trees for planting... Cut down as many of the tender perennials that have died down... Clean and air storage cellars... Get boxes and barrels ready for storing bulbs, fruits, and vegetables... Mulch Rhodo- dendrons... Spray shrubs for scale after leaves fall... Take hardwood cuttings... Water evergreens before heavy frost... Prune Grape vines... Mulch berberries... Spade up vegetable garden after spreading manure... Pay some attention to budding plants, washing leaves with soapy water. Give them a little plant food, such as Vigora... Take Begonia cuttings.

**South**

**Miscellaneous—Now is the time, if it has not been done before, to make ready the lawn for the winter. Over the Bermuda sod spread thinly manure and river sand, after sowing a mixture of "winter grass"—English or Italian Rye, with Bluegrass. Water well, and the green cover that springs up will protect the Bermuda and beautify your places... Clean up, burning all diseased leaves and fruits. Rake falling leaves into a lotch here, to decay. Flow up or spade the beds, fertilizing well, and liming where the soil is too acid; but do not apply lime to beds where Peonies, Stocks, and Mirabilis are to remain; also sow Poppies, Larkspur, Lilies, and other deep-rooted annuals... Sow in boxes or cold frames—Carnations, Pinks; also Columbine, Campanula, Linum, Calendula, Lobelia, Forget-me-not, Cynara, Gypsophila, Stock, Snapdragon, Wallflower, and other spring-blooming annuals or biennials.**

**The Vegetable Garden—Set out early vegetables soon last month in seed-beds... Set out Buff Artichokes... Plant all early vegetables—Cabbage, Cauliflower, Collards, Kale, Kohlrabi, and Beets. Mustard, Swiss Chard, Spinach, Turnips, Salad, Onions, Shallots, Parsley, Chervil, Roquette, Endive, Lettuce, Radishes, Parsnips.**

**The West Coast**

Japanese Iris may still be divided or planted. Select the outer shoots for planting. Bulbs will be ready now, soaking the Anemones and Ranunculus, and planting shallow rooted bulbs in the bulb beds: Fuchsia, Geranium, Stock, Violas, Pansies, Mignonette, Candytuft, etc. Sow native wild flowers now, following natural locations and contours, as nearly as possible. Amaryllis may still be planted, with Montbretias, for next summer... Plant the bulbs in combination with clumps of other spring flowers in harmonizing colors. When potting bulbs for house plants, keep in the dark until root growth has started. Divide Delphiniums, stock, Trilliums, and other perennials. Label Dahlias before blooming is over, and take up when foliage fades... Set out Camerias, Primula malacodes, Pansies, Violas, Verbena, Petunia, and Lobelia. Sow Sweet-peas, Nemesia, Stocks, and Marigolds for spring. Prune deciduous shrubs and make cuttings, planted in protected boxes until rooted. Plant Lily-of-the-valley in shady locations, also put for house plants, keeping in the dark until rooted and sprouting... Cuttings may be made now of Hollyhocks (tails from the base of the old plants), Pentstemons, Oriental Honeysuckle, Lavender, and Succulents. Start new lawns and renew and repair old ones.
Balancing the budget
Continued from page 252
We thought of ruling a large sheet of paper for our purpose but a better idea sent us to an office stationer's. We told him what we were trying to do and what we wanted. He said he had an idea or form which would, he thought, exactly suit our purpose and showed us what is called "Trial Balance Sheet No. 945" of the National Blank Book Co. He said that all office stationers sell such sheets and that No. 945 of the National Blank Book Co. would identify the sheet for any stationer. The sheet proved to be fully satisfactory. The illustration shows the sheet for December, 1931, with expanded out rose petals out of crepe paper of various colors, all of one color, or the colors that carry out the bridal color scheme. The first few column always shows the total expenditure for the month to date in the budget division.

At the top of each double column you see the amount established as the limit for the month. We always try to spend less than this amount. By means of the "total" columns we can always see where we stand. And what have we decided to do to get back on our plan? In the first place, we take a keen interest in the management of our finances. We used to hate them; and neglected them accordingly. We now avoid extravagances because we see clearly that we cannot afford them. We plan new furniture for a bedroom or a vacation at a well-equipped hotel with an intelligent basis and in proportion to our resources. We make out our income tax reports in less than two hours. We live within our means, and we enjoy the satisfaction of full control over our money affairs.

The ABC of book care
Continued from page 227
at the sizing on the sheets. To rid your library of silver fish, the best and surest method is to boil up a paste of starch, well seasoned with salt. While the mixture is hot, dip small bits of cardboard into it and leave them around behind and under the books, near open cracks and water-pipes and around clothes closets. However, be sure that the poison is out of reach of children and pets, for arsenic is one of the deadliest of common poisons.

When books become spotted with grease, lard, or oil the spots can be safely and effectively removed by sprinkling the creased part and pressing with chalk, powdered pipe clay, or fuller's earth. Over this lay a sheet of ordinary wrapping paper and apply an iron, hot but not hot enough to scorched the page. The powder will absorb all the grease which is loosened by the heat.

Woven leaves leaves an iron-rust stain. To remove either iron rust or muddy spots from pages I find the following effective: Make a weak solution of household lye and sprinkle the spots where the moisture is hottest. Do not wet the page or use an iron hot enough to make the page wrinkled.

To keep mould from starting in damp weather, when the moisture in the air dampens everything, scatter small lumps of camphor around the shelves and under the books. When the page or paper is crumpled up or corners turned down, they can be restored to their former flatness by placing a damp blotter on each side of the creased part and pressing with a hot iron.

Gentlemen: Please send me complete details regarding your home study course in Landscape Gardening.
Name...
Address...

Learn to be a LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT

At Home—By Mail

Big fees; pleasant, healthy work; unlimited opportunities to both men and women. Experts earn $30 to $100 per week. Some students pay for course from remittances or savings. Send Coupon Today. We will send you interesting material showing how you may easily and quickly enter this profitable busi

HARDY LIKES

Solid, healthy bulbs, for a colorful, ever-changing garden—a special, all-season collection of extra value, for fall planting.

EARLY

L. Bupbbum, orange
L. regale, pink
L. splendens, orange
LATER FLOWERING

L. scabrum, orange
L. longiflorum, orange

BARGAIN COLLECTION

$25 of each, 3 $3.00

TWO COLLECTIONS

5 lb. pack, $3.00

F. H. HORSFORD
CHARLOTTES VERMONT
Bulbs to greet the spring
Continued from page 260

The Dutch Crocus should be used freely. In the sunny rock garden several of the wild species look particularly good. A few each of C. Sieberi, susianus, and Tommasianus will surprise you, not only by their “different” coloring, but also by their early appearance and hardiness in the face of cold and storms. Among the wild species of Tulips and Narcissi, there are also found numerous delightful subjects for the rock garden. Tulipa clusiana and T. kauffmanniana are both excellent, growing but five to eight inches tall, and T. florentina odorata, though reaching a height of eighteen inches, produces its delicately fragrant yellow blossoms, often in pairs, upon slender arching stems. Among Narcissus, the species bulbocodium, minor, minor and triandrus should not be overlooked.

The Snowdrops (Galanthus) are the earliest of the spring flowering bulbs and enjoy partial shade of thin woodland or they may be planted beneath trees and shrubs. Snowdrops are hardy in extremely cold sections, but with reasonable precautions, they come through year after year. In more sheltering gardens and Dutch varieties are good in the vicinity of New York.

Success with bulbs depends upon numerous factors. Manure, unless it is very, very old and thoroughly rotted, is generally injurious. Most bulb flowers do best if the soil is loose and sandy. Bulbs dislike heavy soils. Generally speaking, the lighter the soil, the deeper the bulb should be planted. Do not dig bulbs before their foliage is completely ripe.

A real home for $3,000
Continued from page 244

imagination until the final size of the wing was thirty feet by eighteen, six feet at the wing end being taken by the stair and balcony.

The room is light, the woodwork is so well done that we assist in visual picture-making. The back door, we put a gate at the top of the stairs and the actual door to the outside, which gives access to an otherwise cramped area. The kitchen possesses the usual built-ins, ironing board, closet for electrical equipment, stove and refrigerator. The dining room is paneled to five feet above the floor, with dark-stained floors, white woodwork and light wood ceiling. The open stair, under the slope of which we added another little bookcase.

The bedroom is Colonial in aspect and by covering carefully the Spanish roof, is generally charming. In the open, it also enjoys partial shade of the snowballs, and for this reason we added a porch to it.

The Dutch Crocus should be used freely. In the sunny rock garden several of the wild species look particularly good. A few each of C. Sieberi, susianus, and Tommasianus will surprise you, not only by their “different” coloring, but also by their early appearance and hardiness in the face of cold and storms. Among the wild species of Tulips and Narcissi, there are also found numerous delightful subjects for the rock garden. Tulipa clusiana and T. kauffmanniana are both excellent, growing but five to eight inches tall, and T. florentina odorata, though reaching a height of eighteen inches, produces its delicately fragrant yellow blossoms, often in pairs, upon slender arching stems. Among Narcissus, the species bulbocodium, minor, minor and triandrus should not be overlooked.

The Snowdrops (Galanthus) are the earliest of the spring flowering bulbs and enjoy partial shade of thin woodland or they may be planted beneath trees and shrubs. Snowdrops are hardy in extremely cold sections, but with reasonable precautions, they come through year after year. In more sheltering gardens and Dutch varieties are good in the vicinity of New York.

Success with bulbs depends upon numerous factors. Manure, unless it is very, very old and thoroughly rotted, is generally injurious. Most bulb flowers do best if the soil is loose and sandy. Bulbs dislike heavy soils. Generally speaking, the lighter the soil, the deeper the bulb should be planted. Do not dig bulbs before their foliage is completely ripe.

A real home for $3,000
Continued from page 244

entry and the fact that the cellar stairs descended directly opposite the back door, we put a gate at the top of the stairs and the actual door to the outside, which gives access to an otherwise cramped area. The kitchen possesses the usual built-ins, ironing board, closet for electrical equipment, stove and refrigerator. The dining room is paneled to five feet above the floor, with dark-stained floors, white woodwork and light wood ceiling. The open stair, under the slope of which we added another little bookcase.

The bedroom is Colonial in aspect and by covering carefully the Spanish roof, is generally charming. In the open, it also enjoys partial shade of the snowballs, and for this reason we added a porch to it.

The Dutch Crocus should be used freely. In the sunny rock garden several of the wild species look particularly good. A few each of C. Sieberi, susianus, and Tommasianus will surprise you, not only by their “different” coloring, but also by their early appearance and hardiness in the face of cold and storms. Among the wild species of Tulips and Narcissi, there are also found numerous delightful subjects for the rock garden. Tulipa clusiana and T. kauffmanniana are both excellent, growing but five to eight inches tall, and T. florentina odorata, though reaching a height of eighteen inches, produces its delicately fragrant yellow blossoms, often in pairs, upon slender arching stems. Among Narcissus, the species bulbocodium, minor, minor and triandrus should not be overlooked.

The Snowdrops (Galanthus) are the earliest of the spring flowering bulbs and enjoy partial shade of thin woodland or they may be planted beneath trees and shrubs. Snowdrops are hardy in extremely cold sections, but with reasonable precautions, they come through year after year. In more sheltering gardens and Dutch varieties are good in the vicinity of New York.

Success with bulbs depends upon numerous factors. Manure, unless it is very, very old and thoroughly rotted, is generally injurious. Most bulb flowers do best if the soil is loose and sandy. Bulbs dislike heavy soils. Generally speaking, the lighter the soil, the deeper the bulb should be planted. Do not dig bulbs before their foliage is completely ripe.

A real home for $3,000
Continued from page 244

entry and the fact that the cellar stairs descended directly opposite the back door, we put a gate at the top of the stairs and the actual door to the outside, which gives access to an otherwise cramped area. The kitchen possesses the usual built-ins, ironing board, closet for electrical equipment, stove and refrigerator. The dining room is paneled to five feet above the floor, with dark-stained floors, white woodwork and light wood ceiling. The open stair, under the slope of which we added another little bookcase.

The bedroom is Colonial in aspect and by covering carefully the Spanish roof, is generally charming. In the open, it also enjoys partial shade of the snowballs, and for this reason we added a porch to it.

The Dutch Crocus should be used freely. In the sunny rock garden several of the wild species look particularly good. A few each of C. Sieberi, susianus, and Tommasianus will surprise you, not only by their “different” coloring, but also by their early appearance and hardiness in the face of cold and storms. Among the wild species of Tulips and Narcissi, there are also found numerous delightful subjects for the rock garden. Tulipa clusiana and T. kauffmanniana are both excellent, growing but five to eight inches tall, and T. florentina odorata, though reaching a height of eighteen inches, produces its delicately fragrant yellow blossoms, often in pairs, upon slender arching stems. Among Narcissus, the species bulbocodium, minor, minor and triandrus should not be overlooked.

The Snowdrops (Galanthus) are the earliest of the spring flowering bulbs and enjoy partial shade of thin woodland or they may be planted beneath trees and shrubs. Snowdrops are hardy in extremely cold sections, but with reasonable precautions, they come through year after year. In more sheltering gardens and Dutch varieties are good in the vicinity of New York.

Success with bulbs depends upon numerous factors. Manure, unless it is very, very old and thoroughly rotted, is generally injurious. Most bulb flowers do best if the soil is loose and sandy. Bulbs dislike heavy soils. Generally speaking, the lighter the soil, the deeper the bulb should be planted. Do not dig bulbs before their foliage is completely ripe.
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a remedy for the fungus disease of the Rose but dust it on just before the rain if you know when that is going to be. Reason: the poison is there when the fungus germ starts to grow. A mixture of this sulphur and arsenate of lead (Stardust, Masseydust, or what-not) is an all-around control for the common fungus diseases of the Rose—but apply it as a preventive regularly at ten day intervals (just before a rain if possible).

There is a new era in Roses heralded by New Dawn, the everblooming Dr. Van Fleet. Yes, it does bloom constantly throughout summer and fall once the plant is established. There are newcomers of the same character.

Look out for Blake, the everblooming Paul Scarlet's claret. Thus is the season of Rose bloom to be extended later and ever-bloomers are coming. To herald this bloom ahead of the normal season, look to the new Australians like Scorcher and Daydream. There is a real yellow coming in the climbers, well called Golden Climber, large blooms, really a reputable flower, good size, good color, and as I have seen it a good plant; but that will not be given to the public for another year. In the meantime, however, there are others to think about.

Souvenir, among the bush Roses, a really golden sport of the super-popular Talisman. It was seen in several of the spring shows this year and wherever Talisman is a favorite Souvenir will give a really yellow companion. Comtesse Vandel comes well heralded from Europe and under test has behaved well. Long pointed bad, color: one of those indescribable combinations of bronze-coral-salmon-gold. Seen at the exhibition in Toronto it was sensational. Other newcomers to watch are Edith Krause, white, fragrant; Dotty, orange and copper; Essence, velvet crimson; Mary Hart, another Talisman sport, goes in the very opposite direction of Souvenir. It is deep dark crimson-red, even to the antlers, but you may not see that for another season. By the way, we are promised Climbing Talisman and Climbing President Hoover. If you want size, immensity, and with it all good quality, look for Apeles Maestres when the new catalogs come. Also Annie de Mesta, H.T., named for a niece of our popular rosarian, J. H. Nicolas, red, dish copper inside, pinkish yellow outside; and Annie Brant, H.T., salmon, flesh, and lemon. They are from Mal- lerin, in France, both fragrant, especially the former. A great big light yellow rose that I saw in one whole sale grower's place is sensational.

May I drop all pretense of modesty here and offer a word about my name sake, Leonard Barron? The plant interests me because of its ancestry. Having Rosa nutkana blended with the bush Rose, there was a promise, a hope, of rugged hardness, and that seems to be fulfilled. It is a fore- runner of a type that may carry Rose growing almost into the Arctic circle and it is a good Rose here, farther south. An immense flower, an inheritor of Scott's Creeping Bent recognised as the ideal grass for golf putting greens—is now producing Super-Lavans. Instead of sowing and germinating your own seeds, you may now buy a live bent grass sod, 100 square feet for $1.00—1000 for $4.00. Satisfaction guaranteed.

MERTENSIA VIRGINICA or "BLUE BELLs" will bloom many years without attention. I plant this in the wild flower divided plants for next Spring's blooming. Large quantities of strong quality roots. 10 for $1.00—100 for $8.00.

PHELON DIVARICATA—$6.00 for 30—$5.00 for 100 for $.50. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send for personal list.

HERFORDS' GARDENS
Oakland, Ill.

Imperial Delphiniums
Strong, twice transplanted plants, Mayflower, all 10 varieties, $1.00 each; all 50 varieties, $25.00. Satisfaction guaranteed. Write for personal list.

HEMEL PEONY COMPANY
Berlin, W. Va.

WILD FLOWER SEEDS
For Fall Sowing

TRAILING Arbutus, Trillium, Jack in the Pulpit, Wintergreen, Blood-root, Partridge Berry, Pip-scamo, Solomon's Seal, etc. Hundreds of other interesting kinds. Write for full list.

REX. D. PEARCE
Merchantville, N. J.

100 EVERGREEN TREES $3.

100 of any variety or 25 of each kind $1.50
SCARLET LINEAR
1—12 inches
3 for $2.00
WHITE SPRUCE
1—12 inches
3 for $1.00
BLUE SPRUCE
1—12 inches
3 for $1.00
RED PINE
1—12 inches
3 for $1.00

Western Maine Forest Nursery
Dept. AH-102
Fryeburg, Maine

A Garden Full of Daffodils—50 Bulbs, Now $2.50
This is our Special Mixture of Giant and Medium Trumpet varieties, taken from 16 named varieties grown on our Mile-United Daffodil Farms on Long Island.

Call at any of our stores, or mail your order to our New York Store
Our 1932 Fall Bulb Catalogue sent on request

Branch Stores
White Plains, N.Y.
Stamford, Conn.

Newark, N. J.
Hempstead, L. I.

Stunp & Walter Co.

FOR FALL PLANTING

Chrysanthemums

Hardy Exhibition

Six Fine Daffodils
CONSECRUS—Perianth pale yellow, short darker yellow eye, eddige orange-scarlet, $1.00 per doz., $8.00 per 100.
EMPRESS—Tri-colored trumpet variety, white, $1.00 per doz., $8.00 per 100.
LUCIPER—Perianth clear white, cup chocolate-yellow, orange-scarlet to sulphur, $1.00 per doz., $8.00 per 100.
QUEEN OF THE NORTH—Perianth clear white, cup yellow, $1.00 per doz., $8.00 per 100.
SIR WATKIN—Perianth primrose-yellow, yellow cup, $1.00 per doz., $8.00 per 100.
VANILLA—An excellent Giant Trumpet variety, boldly trumpeted yellow, $1.00 per doz., $8.00 per 100.

Special Collection Offer
10 Bulbs each of the above 6 varieties (60 Bulbs)...
25 Bulbs each of the above 6 varieties (150 Bulbs)...
6.00
12.00

A Beautiful Lawn in Six Weeks' Time!

SOD in six weeks! A rich, velvet stretch of lawn that clothes out weeds before they can grow! A deep, thick, uniform turf that's everlasting. That's what you get with Scott's Creeping Bent.
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You'll be delighted with the charming flowers of these ruffled curtains with their ruffled valances.

The cellar becomes a garden

Continued from page 228

...Just mail the coupon, as thousands have, and we'll send you the beautiful Olson Book on Rugs and Decorating that is helping women all over the U. S. to beautify their homes with these luxurious low priced rugs.

Send Old Rugs

Clothing At Our Expense

We scientifically merge and reclaim the valuable, seasoned woods—oak, sterilize, bleach, then re-size, dye and weave into lovely rich-textured rugs in plain or two-tone colors or exquisite Persian, Turkish, Chinese, Early American and oval patterns.

Week's Trial—Direct from Factory

It is sound judgment to Order Now. Finest quality, lowest prices in years. You risk nothing. If not delighted we will pay for your materials. We employ no agents.

This is THE JACKSON HOUSE, the oldest house in Portsmouth, New Hampshire. Built in 1664 by Richard Jackson, now owned by the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities. This famous old home inspired the JACKSON grouping below.

FAMOUS REPRODUCTIONS

These authentic pieces are inspired by the famous old homes still standing in New England, most of which may be visited by those interested. Send for illustrations and name of the store where you may view them. Look for the brand on all genuine pieces, made by New England craftsmen.

THE AMERICAN HOME, a practical, helpful magazine that sells for only $1 a year, will grace your table and supply you with some practical, helpful suggestions you've never found elsewhere. $1 a year.

Published by DOUBLEDAY, DORAN & COMPANY, Inc.
Make Your Home Beautiful

LEARN HOW TO PLAN, BUILD, FINANCE, DECORATE, FURNISH AND REPAIR

These 10 Foremost Experts Will Tell You

Easily
Quickly
Economically

FROM CELLAR TO ATTIC
INDOORS—OUTDOORS
THE HOUSE—GARDEN
GARAGE
WINTER—SUMMER

Whether you are at present an owner of a home—or matter how modest—whether you are merely contemplating home ownership—THE AMERICAN HOME LIBRARY contains advice and guidance of paramount importance to you!

For in this wonderful new kind of home library, a noted group of men and women have written down for you what they have learned in years of specialized training and practical experiment in planning and executing every phase of economical and efficient home making and upkeep. They want to share their enthusiasm with you—to sit in on your every thought—your every move.

Indeed, they are ready to be your silent advisors in the solution of every home problem and every question that is likely to occur to you on PLANNING, BUILDING, FURNISHING, DECORATING, FINANCING, and REPAIRING. Their knowledge is yours at your own time and convenience—knowledge that, measured in terms of money, would cost hundreds of dollars. But more important is the fact that this money-saving AMERICAN HOME LIBRARY will remain a constant and permanent guide to you on problems that are sure to confront you now and for years to come.

10 Volumes Planned and Made to Sell For $15.00
New Only $9.85—98¢ Each

These ten volumes might well give you just ONE helpful suggestion, which alone would save you many times the small cost of the books. Yet from cover to cover, they contain a never-ending supply of ideas, plans, suggestions and recommendations to guide you on every possible problem on the inside of your home as well as its surrounding grounds. No interior decorator

—no landscape gardener—no builder, electrician, plumber, heating expert, etc., could possibly furnish you with advice or guidance that could compare in the slightest with the abundance of assistance in these books. And one of their outstanding features is the fact that they will not only assist you now, but at every season of the year for years to come. It is difficult indeed to attempt to measure the value of these books in their mere introductory cost. There could be no better, there could be no more appropriate, there could be no more permanent investment in your home today that will pay you bigger returns than the ownership of THE AMERICAN HOME LIBRARY.

Examine It Free For 5 Days

See for yourself how much assistance these books can give you—how much you will learn from them—HOW MUCH MONEY THEY SHOULD SAVE YOU. Merely fill in and mail the coupon below—without money. The American Home Library, consisting of the 10 valuable volumes will be sent to you at once, charges prepaid. Examine it for five days free before you decide. Then if you don't think they should become part of your permanent home—if you can't really appreciate the savings alone in money (to say nothing of the delight and comfort of being able to have and enjoy many of the things you have always longed for), send them back at our expense.

On the other hand, if you agree they are not a mere purchase, but a permanent investment that should pay big future dividends, send only $1.85, and $2.00 a month for four months, a total of only $9.85 in full payment; or, if you prefer, send only $9.50 in one payment at once.

NELSON DOUBLEDAY, INC.
Dept. HL310
Garden City, N. Y.

Please send me, charges prepaid, for 5 days' free examination, THE AMERICAN HOME LIBRARY, consisting of ten compact volumes. If I do not want it I will return it at your expense. If I keep it, I will send $1.85, and $2.00 each month for four months, a total of only $9.85 in full payment (or only $9.50 in one payment).

Name
St. &. No.
City
State
Beware Of Smoker's Teeth

If you smoke (and who doesn't?) don't wait until your teeth show a tobacco tinge of dullness and discoloration. Smoker's teeth don't come over night—they're a gradual acquisition. That's why you must start to fight this beauty foe before you begin to see its ravages.

If you have smoker's teeth, Böst Tooth-paste can gradually bring them back to beauty. It takes a little time, because Böst does its work gently. It has none of the harsh abrasives that would do the job quickly and, at the same time, harm the enamel of your teeth. You can trust Böst to be bland in its action, but thorough in its results.

If your teeth are white, let Böst keep them so. In fact, even the whitest teeth have a way of taking on a new glisten when they're Böst-cleaned.

And how about a dark brown taste? Naturally, when the smoke stain is removed from the teeth, the taint is removed from the taste. They are twin evils that respond to a single remedy—consistent brushing with Böst.

Dr. Böst's formula—probably the century's most progressive contribution to the science of oral hygiene—is the result of many years of research and experiment. His long labors were justified because countless numbers of smokers are today putting their faith in Böst and, as a result, are putting new beauty into their smiles.

SPECIAL ECONOMY PACKAGE

BÖST, Inc., Dept. 12, 9 East 40 Street, New York City
Three full-size tubes of Böst (regularly 50c each) for $1.00. Just pin a dollar bill or your check to this coupon.

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
MY DRUGGIST IS ____________________________